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... This :thesis reports the work performed on the design, material 
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To the ele~trical engineer parts of this thesis will be of such 
f1,.mdc1mental natur.e a~ to appea;- -superfl~_ous or unl)ecessaryo However, at 
the requ-est--of-the Air---Force 9 full explanation and development will be 
-employed throughout since it is by no means certain that only technically 
trained personnel will peruse these pageso 
Aside from a historical review the material falls naturally into 
background theory, preliminary model and tests, optimum permanent-magnet 
assembly design, coil and coil frame design, design of the driving power 
source with methods of measuring force input, power output, frequency, 
displacement, and other items as may be desirable 9 performance tests 9 
analysis of results 9 and overall conclusionso Accordingly, these items 
will be discussed in the following chapters in the order namedo 
Some work along these lines was done by John Barton9 Jro, Master of 
Science, Okl~homa A&M College, August, 1955 9 and reported in a thesis 
entitled "An Oscillating Electric Generatoro 00 However 9 a doCo exciting 
coil was used instead of a permanent magnet 9 and the highest frequency 
used was twenty cycles per second (cps)o It is now desired to use a 
design frequency of 400 cps with tests to be made from a low frequen(y 
to 1000 cps if possibleo A coil displacement of one=tenth of an inch 
was tentatively selectedo However 9 objects do not easily vibrate at 
1000 cps with the displacement selected without breaking, due to the high 
1 
a-c:celerattons _-i-nvolved 9 even with wei-ght-s made as "small as f>OSSible .. 
Sim:e this problem ·appe~red· to be ·tremendous 9 a·me-chani-eal engineer was 
1mgage-ci to des_ign_~a ipeehanical shakero An ·electrodynamic shaker 9 if 
availab-le 9 mi-ght be- ~sed to_ advantageo 
A word-on units:seems-~ropriateo Modern t-e-xts i~the. electrical 
2 
· --fi,eld·u~e the--rat~alµ·ed··-mettt~ld;lograffl"'seeond-···(MKS} ·s'"tem 9f" µnitso 
The- ·writ-e-r· is ·· in···agreemen:t · with thts-·trend.;· ··However-; · p-erman,nt magnet 
manufacturers still use the·centimet-er-g_r~eo-nd· (CGS) syste-1,11 of_ uoits 
in their literature-. Moreover, the: -perme<ibili-ty of air an~ of nonmagnetic 
material _is unityo Most physical me~sure~s in _this WC'trk ;:ire smallo 
The-refore 9 -f-or reasons cited above 9 the CGS syst~-wiU be us~d in parts 




Discovery of the lodestonie (leading stone) 9 a natural magnet of 
iron oxide 9 Fe304 9 sometimes called magnetite 9 dates back some 3000 years., 
The .. ore was abundant in Magnesia 9 a province in ancient Greece o The word 
O!)magnet 00 probably was derived from the name of the provinceo However 9 
another tradition states that the term owes its origin to Magnes 9 a Greek 
shepherd 9 who discovered a piece of ore clinging to the end of his iron= 
shod crookwhile tending his flocks in Asia Minoro The magnetized iron 
on the crook is known as an artificial magneto Somewhat astounding is 
the J-act that the lodestone lost none of its magnetic properties in mag= 
netizing the piece of irono Perhaps this is an exception to the rule 
that one may not obtain something for nothingo 
About the twelfth century it was discovered that a magnet suspended 
in the middle would rotate until its ends pointed north and southo If the 
north=seeking end of the magnet is called a magnetic north pole 9 then evi= 
dently the geographical North pole contains a south magnetic pole since 
unlike poles attracto In any ewent 9 without the magnet!© compass 9 Columbus 
might not have made so much history., 
Old records indi~ate that around 600 BoC., the ancients were aware 
that amber and jet rubbed with silk had the power to attract pieces of 
st:raw 9 leaves 9 and fceatherso The word O!)electricity°0 comes from the Latin 
electrum9 meaning ambe:ro 
3 
4 
Gill>ert 9 an.English physician 9 published some observed magnetic 
p~~ ~-n-:1600 9 laying, t}:>;e found~ti-~-fo-;r,-what -wa·s to come.; In 1820 9 
Hans Christ,ian Oersted (University of Copenhagen 9 De-nmark)-- made the momen= 
tous discovery that there was a connection between electricity and mag ... 
netismo He·demonstrated that when an electric eurre-n~ is-passed through 
a wire near a eonq::,ass, the: needle t-ends to tum at rig~t anglei:; to the 
wireo Then Andre Marie Ampere 9 a Frenehman 9 -found that two wires carrying 
electrical current act_ t-oward_ ~aeh otber_-Eoorctly like magnets.. Sir 
Hwrphry Davy9 an Englishman» demonst-rart,ed that p-1-eces of iron could be 
magnetize<;I -if -placed near a cw:rent~rrying eonductor ... In 1625, William 
Sturg~on invented the_ e-leetromag~ :by wirtd'ing a· copper wire afoun~ an 
iron ba,;- o - In- 1-831, · another Englishman; Mi-cha-el -faraday 9 the son of a poor 
blacksmith 9 -showed-that- when--a· coil of wire- is cut: by--n,a-gnetJc flux a 
voltage: wa-s- produced in the-- coil o --Motion· of the- magn~ -was the means by 
-which mechanical- power-was (;hanged to eleictricityo None of the magnetism 
was_ used 9 that is 9 magnetic- eiriergy was- not- ·c-hanged-_to electrical energyo 
To this day no one knows why then should be a voltage generated when the 
magnetic flux i1nking ~ coil undergoes·a ehangeo 
The invention of- the self=exeittng--dynamo in 186!5 ushered in the era 
of electricity==the b'9'inning_of our modern ele-et:dcal ageo 
The--mode-rn· ma~-et f-magnetized·by: el--ectromagnsetic--methods 9 evolved 
from Oerst-ed' s -diseoveryo --Howeve?\i -the-materials-for'1llagoots lagged 9 
-primarily-beea·use··met--arHurgi:stswe:re--not int-ereste-d in th, magnetic prop= 
erties of-met-~l~.; Most-piermamnrt---magnet-_-materials originated as tc:,ol 
steel so In 19-17 9 impetus was -g±""1!l-to-the--s~~ for bettfr materials by 
the Japanese- (-Honda and r-,kei) 1:liscovery of the magnetic properties of 
cobalt--magnet steelo Si-nee this date 9 attention was given to developing 
5 
certain materials primarily for their magnetic prope:rtieso 
Two distinct classes of magnetic materials areree9gnized today., 
If a member of the -first group is placed in the path of an e:xterna l 
magnetic field~ the field is coneentratedo As soon as the external force 
is removed 9 however 9 the field collapses and the material returns essen= 
tially to the same state as before it was ma9netizedo The materials in 
this group are magnetically 00 softo 00 M.at'erhl of the seicond group differs 
in that when a magnetic field U removed the alloy retains a portion of 
the·magnetism 9 and·therefore·becomesa·permanent magnet., These materials 
are considered magnetically 00hard/0 and are known as 00Permanent Magnet 
Material so 00 
The development of permanent magnet matrerial:s progressed with the 
major icont:ribution again being made by the Japanese~ Mishima~ in 19329 
with theannouncement of the Nirekel""Iron'""Aluminum alloyso A further im= 
·provement was made by Horsburgh and Tetly in 1934 with the addition of 
cobalt and coppero _The new material was knorliln as 00 ALNIC0 9°0 which is in 
use today~ with many variations 9 as will be shown latero 
There are many other magnetite materials (some again originating in 
Japan) in use today 9 but this thiesis will be fo«::used upon Alni«::oo 
CHAPTER III 
FUNDAMENTAL TI-JECRY 
Ao INDUCED VOLT AGEl 
Experimet'ltal evigenee shows that an ~nduiced voltage· is 
e .:; d;f/-at 10~8 volts (1) 
where ]t1 is the flux li-nkages (lines of flux times number of turns linked) 
and t is in seco11ds_o Tl)is: is -lcnown as_ Faraday's '.!-awo _ 
~lac~ a coil of Ntur_ns·and·A square centimeters of arep in a 
magnetic- fieldofB lines per squa:re·eentimetu so that the plane of thE! 
ce>il. i~ perpendicu~ar to the ltnes, of the· magnetic fieldo Let t~~ t<>tal 
flux 9 ¢, enc-lo·secf by the coil -be 9 ft ~ AB., Then ;1 ~ NAB.; By equation (1) 9 
e l!!I d/d"t (NAB) 10~8 vo~ts &s N(l3 dA/dt I A ·qB/dt) 10=8 , volt so (2) 
If the area o·f the coil does not vary with time 9 equation (2) reduces to 
the·· 00transformer equat ion°0 s 
.. e lil NAdB/dt. 10=8 voltso 
When the flux density·is constant~ equatiqn (2) reduees to 
e .;: NB dA/-dt 1()""8 voltso 
(3) 
(4) 
The coil c1rea need-not physically change J:?ecause an equivalent condition 
prevails· when the projection of the co-il <;)rea upon a plane c3"r~a pierpendic= 
ular tq the--magnetic-fi-eld·-presents a changing area o An example would be 
, - l.Applieations 2.,ourse, {General -Electric: Company 9 Sc:henectady 9 
1947) j po 3o J 
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a revolving coil ·in a magnetic field. 
B L -v 
Figure 1 
In Figure 1, consider the shorting bar of length L,_moving at a 
velocity v across a constant field of B lines -per square unit of area .. ' 
When B, L, and v are not mptuallyperpendicular, use should be made of 
mutually perpendicular components, since oniy th1:tse are effective in pro-
duci~g ~ volta9e .. For a constant -B, dA/dt becomes Lv, and equation (4) 
may be written as 
e • NBLv abvolts: NBLv10-8 volts. (5) 
The energy comes from mechanical energy supplied and not from Bo This is 
the familiar "speed voltage" equation. When Bis not a constant, equaticm 
(2), as rewritten below, must be used. 
e • ·NE-Btv I A dB/dt) 10-8 volts. (6) 
fmy consistent unit of length may be used since length _ to t-he second power 
appears in both the numerator anddenomir)ator .. The ultimate quantity is 
in the units of lines -per second. In this work, -B is in lines per square 
centi~ter or\ gausses, L is in· centimeters, v i~ in ~imeters per second 
(may ~• in the-form of an equation), and· _N is in tth-nso Th-, direction of 
each term of equation (-t>) may be ·-determined by Lenz's Law whi~h states~ 
"The emf induced in ~ circ:uit by:· a change in flux will be ~n tl').e directioo 
currefl1: _WOULp_h-ave to f19w in order to oppose the . CHANGE in flux." This 
is a statement of the law of conservation of energy in electrical termso 
8 
The. word9 CHANGE 9 is capitalized to emphasize that it is the change in 
flux to be opposed, and not the flux .. WOULD is also capitalized to show 
that the voitage is induced whet-herornot the circuit is closed so that 
current flowso With hazard-to life 9 one may prove this by gra~ping in 
either hand the open-circuited terminals of a transformer seieondary or the 
output terminals of a generatoro As a matter of interest, a voltage would 
be induced in any nonconducting material such as glass or wood used as 
the sliding bar in Figure l even though current would not flow because of 
a scarcity of free electronso 
Numerous--paradoxical ci~uits and arrangements can be devised 
in-which an· emf-might -be·--predict-ed ~y one of ·the ·rules and experi= 
ment prove the emf non-existent 11 or on the other hand no emf might 
be predicted and experiment prove one to existo2 _ 
It -follows that theory should-be cheeked with laboratory expe:rimento 
Carl Hering? in 190-8 9 evoked -considerable comment from the_ electri= 
cal giant~ o-f ·th~,ra such ·as Charles Po Strinmetz 9 Ao Eo Kennelly 9 Elihu 
Thomson and otherso4 9 . . -
The object of this paper is to point o•-at that the usual 
and well-known statement of the- fundamental law of induction of 
currents by magnetic flux is not correct as a universal law 9 
and requires to be modified~ whenll applied as it is usually stated 9 
it sometimes give-s entirely erroneous results 9 although it is 
correct under the usual conditionso An ~ssential qualification 
has -apparently been ove-rlookedo The proof is given by a simple 
experixrient o 
·other writers mere! y used different · expression to the same 
2Robert Po Wa:rd9 .Intxodµgtion 12, Elect;:i9al Epgirgeering9 (2do edo 9 
-New York, 1952) , pa ~2 o _ . _ . . __ . . _ C _ 
---39arl. He~irig 9 00 An J~rf~~ion in: the Usual Statement of the 
Funciame-ntal L~ of El-ectromagneti© Inductiono 00 Pro©reed~nqs .2f iW! 
American'Institute'.,Qf, Electrical Engineers9 Volo 279 Part l9 (New 
'York - 1~08)· --·po 339·.; . 9 · . 9 . . . 
i 
4Proceedinqs .2i .tb§. America~ Institute :Qi ple©trical Engineers 9 
Volo 27 9 Part 29 (~ew York 9 1908 9 ppo 1362=13700 
effect o One well=-known form of expressing this law is to 
consider the magnetic circuit and the electric icil'cuit to be 
like two links of a chains then, during the process of linking 
them together, an emf is induced in one directionr, when un"" 
linking them an exactly equal emf is induced in the other 
directiono 
Mro Hering's Figure one contains a ho"Xseshoe ··magnet 9 , metallic 
spring cHp very mu-ch like · an e~larged --sp:ri-ng=type clothes pin so that 
the clip may either he pulled off of a leg of the magnet or removed 
· perpendicularly to a leg with the clip arms always in cont~ict with the 
magnt:!t leg so that the electrical -circuit is ·not brokeno Copper wires 
attached to the clip ends connect to a current galvanometer., 
ln·moving_the clip over the -end c;tf the horseshoe magnet a 
current·-flowed in the ci:rc:uito · The ·magnetic flux has thereby 
been linked with· the electr~·c ci~cµit, ·the -f lwc -enclosed by 
the circuit has been inereased··from zero to the ma;imum; or to 
use·Feraday'sterms, the lines of force in the air.from one 
pole to the other have bee~ cut by the conducto:ro So far 9 the 
law as it is stated~ is correcto 
If this loop be. moved as shown ffieriing' s figuri] from the 
dotted-position to the one ShoVm_ in_fu!l bx p-a$,in __ 9 the leg of 
tl1e ma~E!t througn ttxe joint -c,f the loop f..ioeo 9 the eleictric 
circ.ui.1/ 9 but . WITHOUT OPENING the circuit 9 the flux and the 
circuit will be unlinked~ag.aino o o o o o o 
. . 
According·to the _law of induction as quoted from ~XW8ll 
or Jo Jo Thotnsoni ·-and· as :a:lmost universally -a~eiepted~ there 
ought then to be an emf induced o o o o o o o o The fact is 9 
however~ quite the contrary, there is absolutely no emf induced 
by this unlinkingo 
The conclusion :reached was that it is Nor the linking and 
unlinking of the- magnetic and the closed electric drtuits~ NO!" 
~h~ c}:!~girig_ of_ the ci~~rnt of ·flu~ ~lose~ in the do$ed cir= · 
cuit · but·that ·it is··the· MATERIAL. OF THE CONDUC!OR OF THE CURRENT .. 9 . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' 
-aind ·not- mterely -the cl.1retdt ·it-self 9 ·-whicil-·1fn111St a-etuall y move 
across the flux (or the flux move across it) in order to cause 
inductiono 
This experiment was witnessed by Dro ·Northrup of Leeds & Northrup 
Companyo 
Bo FCRCE ·ON A CURRENT=CARRY-lNG CGNDUCTCR IN A iMGNETIC FIELDo 
. ' •.• - .• • • • . j 
magnetic force that acts between very long current=carrying conductors 
9 
10 
which lie- parallel obeys the equation5 
(7) 
where F is the force in dynes, /4 iE> the permeability of the medium sur= 
rounding the wires 9 L is the pa:rallEd length of the conductors in centi= 
meters, I1 ·and I2 --are the ettrre{lts int-h-e eondu-©'tors in 9bamperes (1 
9bampere ::: 1-0 amp-eres) ; and S is th-e··--s-eparatiorn of the conductors in 
centimeters .. 
Figure 2o Magnetic field surrounding a long~ 
straight conductor_ .. 
With--the- right hand-··gra-sping:·a--e-onductor with t-h-e- thumb in the cur= 
rent ~iriection (as in--figu:re_ 2) .Anpere's Right -Hand-Rule -states that_ the 
fingers:w-ill·point in the direction of th10·-~gMJti© flwco The_magnetfo 
flux" int~ndty 9 H9 at a distance S from the straight wire (considered 
as one- tum-) is6 
--H ~ I/{27(S) 
where 211s is the circumferenc-e.. If this is $11;llbstitutied into (7) 9 the 
-F-~ J,f L{I1/27TS)I2 :;;: /iftll.I:zt butB .~ ff H-9 so that 
F:-lli·BLI2 or F 19 0,dBLiwith I in amper-eso 
~nes--a 9ausst,s x---cent-i--meters x abampereso 
5ward9 ppo 18=22 




It is not nece-ssary, in order to use equation ( 9) 11 that the field be pro= 
duced by a parallel conductor or th-at the -conductor upon whJch the force 
acts be longo It is only necessary that th-e conductor be perpendicular 
to . the magnetic lines (or the perpendicular component used)o The mag= 
netic field may be produced by a -permanent magnet or current=carrying 
conductor so 
If a hand rule is used, this is applicabl~ to -motors although this 
is the force (plus other losses) overcome by the prime mover in turning 
a generatoro 
Since the mechanical engineer will likely want the force in pou~ds, 
'\ 
-equation (9) ca-n be ·modi-fied to use English units ~s followsg 
Potinds x 004448 x 106 ·iii dynes L cm x 2o54 ~ L inches 
B lines/(cm2 x oo45~ -~ B lines/in2 
F (lbs)~ B lines XL in° X 2°54 x Ix 9al 
in2 X 6~45 X 0o444S X 106 
-::. Ool BLI/(lo l3 x 106) ~ -Oo·S85 BLI 10=6 pounds (10) 
-with B in lines~ square inch, L in inches, and I in aftl)e~eso Again, 
only the perpendicular component of Lwith re-spect to the flux direction 
is effectiveo 
C.. · FERR0MAGNETISM 11 MAGNETIC CIRCUITS, AND PERMANENT MAGNETSo 
_A magnetic field exists in any spaee in which a current 0 c:arrying 
conductor is acted upon by a forceo The earth itself is a gigantic mag-
net 9 but the fi-elds most encountered- by engin~ers are produced by a cur= 
rent in -a coil of -wire-ox- by a permanent· magneto 
Figure . 3 shows how a toroidal winding produee-s the simplest mag= 
netic- field o lf the turns -are- close! y wound, it is · found by experiment 
that very little of the field exists outside of the toroido Although 
I 
E 
Figure 3o A toroidal coil produces the 
sinplest magnetic fieldo 
more flux density exists on the inner radius than on the outer radius 9 
if the radius of the toroidal material is small conpared with the over-
all_ radius, this may be neglectedo The t _erm 111 o.,4""rNI 9 is called the 
magnet·omotive force (-MMF) o It drive-s a -magnetic flux 9 ¢9 around the 
circuit_ containing a reluctance 9 R.. o By ana logy 9 the_ MMF 9 ¢9 and ,R_ 
are sometimes CO!Jl)-ared-wi th emf 9 I 9 and R of an electric circuit o As 
with most analogies 9 this one is not particularly useful o For the sim-
ple circuit shown where the magnetic- field and flux are parallel with 
the toroidal axis 9 -and where leakage-flux may be neglected 9 the magnetic 
flux density is defined as 
12 
B: rj/A (11) 
-where the flux density B 9 in lines (or·maxwells) per square centimeter 9 
is the total --flux divided ·by the cross=sectional areao It is assumed 
here that the·· flux is normal to the -areas -and that the flux is of uni= 
form distributiono The flux 9 ¢9 _has been visualized as magnetic flux 
lines traveling around the magnetic ci:rcuito In reality 9 nothing moves 
around- the circuit a-s-·do e-le-ctrons in an electrlc circuito Flux lines 9 
r~p-P&senting lines (or tubes) of -magnetic fo:rGe 9 ai:-e nothing more than 
an aid to visualization .. 
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The magnetomotive -force has been given as 
MMF • Oo41YNI gil-bertso (12) 
The early physicists _ visualized 4_1r' lines as emanating from a unit poleo 
The 41(NI has been divided -by 10 to allow the use of the practical am-
-pe-re instea~ of the a-banp-e-re-o For the toroidal co-il shown in Figure 3, 
it will be found that the flux increases as the cross=sectional area in-
creases and as L, the length of path, decrease-so He-nee, 
<j • j-'WIE A/L (13) 
where fl, called permeability, is_ a ·proportionality_ const ant 9 or, as will 
be seen later, it is a prop~rty of the surrounding medium that measures 
the ease with which lines of flux are allowed to pass o If this equation 
is divided by A, then, 
B 116. _<j/ A_ :: )' O_o4 'lrNI/L = ff H - (14) 
where H is the magnetic --field intensity 9 ·related to B through fa o H has 
been used here as the magnetic -potenti al -gradient, that is j MMF per unit 
length, which is---permis-sible -for the sinpbe toroidal c-ircuito In general 9 
however, both _B-and Hare vector quantitieso It should be noted here that 
the per~eability of a vacuum is unity, -and very -nearly unity for all non= 
-magnetic materialso 
Equation {13) may be regrouped as 
<j-:: ( f' A/~)WIE_:: (P)-MMF -: WEIR (15) 
-where Pis the- -per~anee- and~ is the reluctance of the magnetic circuito 
These are similar to conductance and re-sistanc-e- in an el-eetric circuito 
The analogy o-f --ma-gnetic circuit quantit i-es with el-ect:ric circuit 
quantities ends-with its sta~eme-nt. There is no -magnetic insulator so 
that magnetic -flux may be ·kept in a specified spac-e as electrons may be 
kept in a conductor (for all practical purposes) at reasonably low 
frequencies. This is to say, leakage flux may not be neglected in the 
general caseo Furthermore, the -permeability, while a constant for air 
and nonmagnetic materia1s, is quite variable for the ferromagnetic 
materialso Magnetic circuits are, almost without exception, nonlinear, 
so th-at graphical -111ethods ·rather than ·mathematical methods are commonly 
usedo 
If the toroid of Figure 3 is filled with a ferromagnetic material, 
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it will be found that the flux will have increased several times over the 
case when air o; a -nonmagnetic material is usedo This phenomena will 
be explained after some necessary terminology is giveno 
When a sample of ferromagneti--c- material is mag~tiz-ed by the appli-
cation of an external field, usually by current through a coil, the curve 
of B vs H rises nonlinearly as shown in Figure · 4o Usually, the total in-
duction, B, is plottedo ·However, some authors plot intrinsic induction, 
B1, which is merely the total induction minus the induction had there been 
no iron presento It will be ·noted that the curve initially is concave up= 
ward, passes through a_point o_f infleetionp ··then becomes concave down= 
wardo As will pe explained later, the "little-·-ma-gn-ets" in the iron fur-
nishes ·the -MMF for a 111ajor ·porti-on of -the ·induction until such time as 
these have all been aligned·with ·the applf-ed field, after which the curve 
assumes a constant slope as if the sample were nonmagnetic thereaftero 
The greatest slope occurs at the point of inflection, and this is where 
~ximum permeability, }Im = B/H, occurso The ma-ximum flux density, Bm, 
at point 2, is placed at the -point of complete saturation, ioeo, where 
the permea-bility equals one as in a-iro The curve from J?Oi;nts 1 to 2 is 
called the virgin magnetization (or saturation) curv-eo If the magnetizing 
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Figure 4. Virgin Magnetization Curve and Hysteresis Loop. 
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residual flux density, Bro Br is always Br:. but it is also called reten= 
tivity if Bm has been usedo It is assumed here that the magnetic circuit 
is compl~tely in iron, ioeo, that there are no air gaps presento If the 
current is reversed- in the magnetizing coil, and increased in the negative 
direction the curve falls to B ~- 0 at - He or point 4 on the figureo He 
is called the coercive force, being that magnetizing force r~quired to 
reduce the residual -flux density to zeroo It should not be inferred that 
upon the· removal of *c -the flux -density ·remai-ns at zeroo It will return 
to some value -along a minor hysteresis loop-·as will be explained latero 
As the current is increased i-n the--negative- -dh·ection to the same value as 
used in the -positive direction-the -curve will -reach -point 5 ~t a negative 
8mo As the current i-s -reduced·to zero, B goes to - Br at point 60 _ When 
the current is again increased i-n the -positive direction the curve will 
pass through point 7, and on to point 2, to complete what is called the 
hysteresis loopo The loop is symnetrical and the material is said to be 
in a cyclic condition when the maximum current is reversed several timeso 
If this is not done the loop will not closeo An exarq:,le of the satura= 
tion curve and hysteresis loop will be found further along in this report 
for the iron used tn the pole piece contained in the generator frameo 
The phenomenon of the flux density lagging the applied magnetizing force 
i_s known as hysteresis, there_ ·being two yalues of B for mo~t values of Ho 
The lag _is not a time lago The -area of the hysteresis loop js propor-
tional to the so-called hysteresis loss f-n the sanq:,le (may be likened to 
moleeular -frietion} mani-fested as heato 
~ontrasted-with -permeability, -normal --p-ermeability is defined as 
B/-H when the sanpl:e is in -a -symnetrically cyclically magnet ized condition:. 
ioeo, the induction in the positive direction is equal to the induction in 
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the negative directio~ so that the hyster esis loop closeso7 However~ some 
designers use the permeability obt9i-ned ·from the saturation . curve o 
A partial explanation of -ferromagnetism will now be giveno For a 
CO!q)lete treatment of this subject the reader should refer to the book by 
Bozorth, containing 968 pages of which 72 pages are bibliography alone 
with 1729 references cited for the period 1842 to 19510 The material 
present~d here is from the book -by-Bozorth,8 an article by Bozorth,9 and 
from a book by WardolO 
Electron shells 
1 2 3 4 
) \\\ \ Nucleus \ 
/spins 1 3 l 3 5 1 
0 -spins 1 l 3 
)}j t )) I I 
2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 4s 
Figure 5o Electron shell s in a free~iron atomo 
The arrangement of the 26 electrons in a free..,iron ~om in more ox· 
less well-~efined sh~lls is shown i n Figure 5o The magnetic moment of 
the atom (driined as Mo = -ef7rr2/ c , -wher e e is the chargei f is the num= 
- 7Standard Definitions .Qf Terms, l1i1h Symbols_, Relating .12. Magnetic 
Testing, American Society for Testing Materials, ASTM Designation A340-
49, (Phila~lphia, 1949) o . . . . . 
8Rtcha~ Mo Bozo;rth, Fer:romaqneti;sm, (New- )'ork, l951), ppo 476m479o 
9Richard Mo . Bozorth, "The Physics of Magnetic Materlals, 0' 
Electrical Enginaeting9 Volo 75, February, 1956, ppo 134-1400 
l Oward, pp o 183-1840 
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ber of spi;ns -~round- the nucleus per- s-e-cond, r is the radius of the orbit, 
and c is the vele>city of iight) is not of p-rime importance in ferromagne-
tismo The magnetic rnolJleflt of inportance (in ferromagnetism) is that of 
the SPINNING electron which is known to have a moment of 00927 x 10-20 
in CGS un_its or 1 Bohr magneton (from quantum theory)o This is contrary 
to the inpression left by some text books because it is so easy for the 
student to-re-a son that Aq,-e-re' s Right -Hand Rule for finding the flux di-
rection may ~e applied by using the ele-ct-ron's path as cur,:ent directiono 
The conventional -current direction, ·of course, is op-posite to electron 
flowo 
The spins of the two electrons in shell 1 are such that the magnetic 
moments cancel, leaving a net moment of ·zero. However, it will be noted 
that the third shell is not conpletely -filled so that conplete neutrali-
zation is not realizedo The atomic moment of atoms and ions of iron, 
cobalt, and nickel can be attributed to the unbalanced spins of their 3d 
electronso In the free atom of iron the moment should be the difference 
between the five 3d f spin9 and one 3d - spin or 4 Bohr ·magnetonso In 
metallic iron with many atoms, the net atomic -moment is reduced to 2o2 
Bohr magnetor,i-s due to -the changed distribution of t!lectrons because of 
the close :proximity of -neighboring atoms o 
The theory that a ferroma-gnetic materia l is composed of mj'iny regions, 
called domains, each magnetized to saturation in some dire~tion, was first 
statec_:i by Weiss in 1907, and is accepted to-day with some modificationso 
The atoms appear to be grouped magnetically into -domains (may contain as 
many as 1015 atoms) and so -aligned that their magnetic effects are all 
in the same ··directiono T--he atoms are interlocked within the domain so 
that the realignment of -any -must mean the -realignment of all o In this 
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way a single 9 large magnetic moment is subs~ituted for a larger number of 
small independent momentso In the ·unmagnetized state, the directions in 
which the domains ·are saturated ·are di-st-ributed at random in such a way 
that the resultant magnetization of the sanple is zeroo Applicat i on of 
an external field changes only the -direction of· magneti-zation 9 not the 
magnitude. Figure 6 shows the body=centered space=lattice of irono The 
Easy (100) 
Medium ( 110) 
Hard (111) 
Figure 6. Magnetic propertie~ and structure of a single iron crys·tal. 
normal direction of alignment of any particular domain is parallel to the 
edges of the cubes which make up the space l attice in what is called by 
crystallographers as the 100 directiono The fa ce diagonal is the 110 di= 
rectionj and the cube diagonal is the 111 directiono When a small exter= 
nal magnetic field is applied to an iron s~le 11 one=half of the domains 
in the __ 100 direction are already aligned with the -external fieldo As the 
external -field is in-er-eased the -remainder of the 100-direction domains 
readily realigno These- -domains in tho 110 and 111 directions are more 
difficult to alignj but as the fie l d is increased they change first to the 
100 direction nearest to the direction of the field~ and gradually allow 
themselves to be oriented closer and closer to the field directiono When 
all of the domains }:lave been aligned the condition of saturation exists. 
The B-:=H curve ·from thi-s point on is ·a strai-ght li.ne 9 ·as if the volume of 
iron were nonmagnetic. 
The a·bove remarks do ·not -purport to go very··far into the theory of 
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ferromagnetism, but ar e i ntended only cl~ an introduction to the subjecto 
It should also be noted that some -of the statements -apply only to irono 
If a saq,le of iron be ~ubj-ected to cyclic magnetization 9 a voltage 
is induced, and currents will flow since ·ferromagnetic materials are 
electri~al conductorso These currents give rise t o eddy=C\,lrrent losses 
i n addition to the hysteresis. Josses previous! y menti-onedo While hys= 
X , 
t eresis l oss , Ph• Khf8m V, (where Kti is a constant for a materia~, f is 
t he f reguel'lcy 11 Bro is the maximum induct i on, x is the Steinmetz ·exponent !I 
and V i s t ·he VQlume of the samp~e) i s pr oportional to the frequency, the 
maximum flux densit y to some power, and to th~ \"9lume, the edpy=current 
l oss i s given. -by Pe = K8f 2c2Bm 2v ONLY -for t hin 9 lami~ated samples where 
c is the lamination thicknesso This ·f ormul a will not be applicable to _ 
the gef'lerator in t his work 11 but i t is usef ul in that it shows that eddy= 
curr ent loss goes up -rapi-dly--with -frequency and the maximum flux densityo 
· Magnetic circuits are solved in a manner similar to electric circuits 
except t hat t here are l eakage -f l uxes with which to. contendo Without 
exception9 t he literat ure -and texts are in accord with one item 9 and that 
is t hat t he solution or desi gn of magnetic circuits dealing with leakage 
fl ux comes only with l ong experienceo Since this \«>rk is mostly concerned 







Fi gure 7 
Suppose that 9 i n Figure 7 (a), a MMF in the form of a current is 
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applied to the coil around a permanent=magnet material wh~le the air gap 
is closed with· a piece-of soft irono When the current is removed the 
flux density will fall t6 some Br shown in Figur~ 7(b)o When the soft 
iron is removed to place the air gap in the circuit~ the flux density 
will drop _ to some point l -marked fad 9 Hd) o Only that part of the hys= 
teresis loop in the second qua9rant 11 known_as the demagnetization curve 9 
is shown in Figure 7~b)o The f lux now irr the circuit is supplied by the 
d9mains remaining in alignmen_t in the irono The iron becomes the source 
of MMF equal t9 the drop in magnetic potential across the air gap pro= 
yided le-akage _flux is ne-glectedo Using a sort of a Kircht,.off' s Law for 
magnetic circuits, i.-eo, ·a summation, of·111agneti-c potential rises and 
drops ar ound a ·circ-µit, HroLm i.: H9L9, considering ~1m as a rise and 
H9Lg as a_ drop in t he_-ma-gnet and in the air gap 9 respectivelyo In air 9 
H9 ~ B9 when the CGS --syst·em -of unit-s is ·emp-loyedo Since leakage flux 
is being neglected, the flux in the -iron must be ~qu·al -to the flux in the 
gapo In these equations, Lis a length a-iid A is ·a cross=sectional area 
normal to the flux directiono These equations are numbered for reference8 
1'\nLm ~ -H9Lg :: BgLg (16) 
Bm.Axn ~ BgAg (17) 
With the use of demagnetization curves 9 these equations may be solved by 
a trial=and=error method~ 
Since leakage flux should not be negleeted 11 formulas will be devel= 
oped as given ~ y Sprea1:ff:ruryoll For the· electromagnetic counterpart 9 the 
reader may consult Rot-erso 12 Figure--8 shews the construction details 
l:l.J:o Go Spreadbury 9 Permanent Magnets 9 (London, 1949).9 Chapter IV" 
12Her bert Co Roters 9 Electromagnetic Deyices 9 (New York 9 1941)0 
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of a generator frame use_d as an experimental model t o check the theory 
and to obtain an idea as to the weight of the coil frame and coil for the 
prime _mover- force reqµi1eme11t calculationso Theoretical and experimental 
results will b~ considered in Cliapter IVo 
The reluctance of a ·magnetic circuit is defined as MMF/'lo Substi-
tuting HL : MMF, ¢ :: BA, and H ::: B/j' 9 
. R =-Hl/B~ ::: B~/ff BA :: L//1. A (18) 
which shows that reluctanc·e is fungamentally a length over an area o This 
is further simp~ified in ai-r-and other nonmagnetic materials simply as 
length divided by area- since ~ equals unityo 
Magnetically 9 air is -a-1)-oor-i-nsulator,--and- whenev~r a magnetic 
-potential di--fference is --formed therein 9 a leakage flux will occuro 
Dimensions in centimeterso 
N. is the neutral point of the permanent magneto 
Figure Bo 
t ~ 3.095 
/ 
I 
Experimental gene~ator frame details ~ showing 
leakage flux pathso (Not drawn to scale) 
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Due to the properties of variable reluctance and leakage 9 the determi= 
nation of the flux i-n a ·magnetic circuit is a -far less simple matter than 
the determination of _ the ~ent in an electr i c- circuit .a There. is leakage 
flux from every point of the magnetic ci~cuit except at N~ the neutral 
point of the magneto If the leakage flux were confined to a simple 11 
definite ·p~th 11 the determination of the reluctance of this path would be 
easyo It is seen that a magnet has ·not only to provide the useful flux 
in the air gap, but also that flux not passing t~ough the air gap, 
usually all lun;,ed t(?gether as leakage fluxo Usually 11 the leakage flux 
is greater than the useful ·flux so that the practice of neglecting leakage 
flux 9 as in elementary texts, cannot be usedo It is -evident from equatioo 
(18), that to decrea-se the leakage flux by increasing the_ reluctance~ the 
l eakage path should be large and the area smallo Alsosi magnets with l arge 
areas tend _ to--produce large leakage fluxeso The Alnico group of perma= 
nent magnet material is useful in that f -or a given ~rforman<,;e the volume 
of material requi~ is con~i-derably l ess than whell'! a steel is usedo The 
leakage flux from the magnet surf ace is termed surf ace leakage 9 and the 
leakage flux from the ends is known as terminal leakageQ 
If an error is made in-predicting the leaka9e flux i.n elec:tromagnets 9 
the winding can be- changed; -whereas 9 in pennanent=magnet circuitssi an 
error calls for a_structural change-o 
!-he difficulty of estimatin9 leakage is due to the hct that it is 
i mpossible to say exactly what-path~-th~ leakage flux will followo A 
knowledge of th~-p-aths-would involve a kncwi~dge of the configuration of 
the lines of force bc:>tmding these--p-athso This problem has not been solvedo 
Such leakage formulas as ·exist are based on·th~ assump~ that actual 
lines of force may be replaced by curves of simple geometrical figureso 
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Some formul as appl icable to the shape of th~ generator frame shown 
in Figure 8 will now be qive!J» some deriv~d and others stj3tedo Unless 
otherwise stated these are -due .to Spreadbury as noted in footnote llo 
With reference to Figure 9i the l eakage flux for area one may be 
2R~ 
I iCDI 
(a ) (b) 
(c) 
Figure 9 
regarded as following semi ... -eir-cul ar -pathso The length of the path is 
trr D g rr radius ::.s: ·:rr (x I L/2)-° An el ementary a;rea is circumference times 
wi dth :;: Rd6dx ~ ~ere Rd9 is arc length albni circumference o· 
Permeancej p: 1/f?. = A/L, d = RdS"dx p - 1' (x f L/2) 0 
= 1 ( R (21r . . (R .. ( 2 ~ 
p - fr) L/2 j Q ~ I!! }; L/2 X d' !J2 ) 0 dQ 
= R/1i ~n(x f. L/2U ~/2.[Q ]~1'=. R/ 1,~n(R_ l t(2) = l _n(L/2 I L/~ (217} 
~ ~ ~n(r ~ L/2) = ln ~ ~ 2R ~ n{r £ L/~ ~ 2Rln(R/L It) o 
f2 ~ l/p g;: 2Rln(R/L i t) Notei Use logarithm to base. eo (19) 
Apparent l y, ~= ~ i ~ in error with f2 ~ ( ) f ) · · ... · -·2Rln 2R L 1 0 
The for mul a ignores the area beyond a r adius 2R where the flux is rela ... 
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tively weako 
The leakage p~ths on the under side of the plate consist of quad= 
rantso This reluctance is 
R = 1, 
2 - 4[rrrln t/L I 2(t ~ L)J (20) 
Figure 8 shows area three leakage path» which is radial between the 
center pole piece and-the annular yokeo 
dL :;;:: d:x; dA ::: 2'1rradius h m 21T'h(x f r l L) o 
D g; . n \ r t-L dx 
Then9 d re = 21rh(x Ix r I L) iC • 1/(2rrh~ =L (x I r f L) 
:: l/(2'1rh) En(x fr f ~:LL = l/(27rh) ~n(t - L fr f L)=ln(-L Ir f LD 
R ln(t tr) - ( r } (21) 
3 21/"h 
Later on 9 a C08')arison wil l be made of the flux calculated with these 
formulas and that flux measured experimentallyo Where necessary9 a cor= 
rection factor will be applied t o the formulaso 
Figure 10 shows the demagnetization and exte~nal energy curves repre= 
senting an Alnico 5 permanent-magnet material o After the initial magneti-
zing force is removed from the magnet assembly 9 the flux falls to Bro 
When -the soft iron keeper i~ removed. from the air gap the flux drops to 
some -point Ao If the assembly is now subjeeted to a dema91}etizing force 9 
Bd moves along the curve -from A to B.. ~on removal of this force 9 the 
point moves to -point Co If this-procedure -ts -repeatiedi a minor hyster~= 
sis l-09P is traced as shown by the dasheci lines between A and Co As can 
be seen 9 t.bis hy.st-eresis los-s is very smcµl o Many designers .use the 
straight line joining the. points., Instead of the initial demagnetizing 
force ·il suppose th~t the magnet were open=circuited- so that Bd moved from 
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Figure 10. Demagnetization and External Energy Curves for Alnico 5. 
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t he operating point moves to point Eo Had the air gap been eliminated 
al so 9 t he operating-point would have moved to point Fo It can now be 
seen that if a negative coercive force equal to =He had been applied to 
reduce Bd to zeroi removal of He would not 9ave left the magnet demag= 
netizedo In any event~ a loss of flux density occurs when a demagnetizing 
force operates upon a magneto It can now al so be seen that magnets 
should be magnetized in the assembly9 and not magnetized and placed in t he 
assemblyo 
In the CGS system9 the energy per cubi~ centimeter in the air gap 
and in t he magnet material is BH/87rergso In addition to Br and - He» 
manufacturers of magnets us-e BdHd maxo as a me-a sure of -mei-it of · a materialo 
An external energy curve from the p;,roduct 9 BdHdj (omitting the 811) 9 is 
shown in Figure lOo For the most efficient magnet (ioe o 9 for the least 
volume of magnetic mater-i?31) 9 the assembl y sh(?uld be designed to oper ate 
at point A __ where BdHd is a maximumo Using equations (16) 9 ~Lai: H9L9 ffi 
B9L99and (17) 9 Bm~ :.i B9A9 9 ~nd neglecting l eakage for the moment8 
From- (17) 9 Arn~ B9A9/Bm, 
From (18) 9 1,n :.i B9Lg/Hm, multiply both side s by Arn 9 for 
(22) 
The volume of t-he magnet is the least -when -Bmf\n is the largest o 
Point A shows a · static -op-erat·ing- conditi-ono Since magnets are subject 
to various demagnetizi-ng influences (shoek 9 temperature variation 9 external 
magnetic- fields~ structural or--met-allurgical aging)~ it i-s desirable to 
deliber8':-elr·demagnetize thtrmagnet a ·crerta in amount that will surely be 
in excess of any-: t'-hat -may be encounteredo This is called stabilizationo 
For examplei if the assembly is demagnetized to point B9 and recoils to 
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point C, the assembly will operate al ong BC as long as it is not subjected 
to- demagneti-za~ion greater than th~t · applied t o move to point Bo The linesi 
OA, is called the shearing line (sometimes the l oad line or air gap line)si 
and the line B~ is called the recoil lineo . A magnet operating al ong DF is 
said to be in full=reeoilo Recoil lines are all very nearly p~rallel to 
the tangent to th~ ··demagneti~ation curve at Bro The slope of the recoil 
line is known as the reversible permeabilityo 
Variable reluctance -machines ~ such as rotating generators, pos~ 
c~licated design· problems that need ·not be considered hered However 9 
the oscillati·ng -9enerat-or ·will have ·some· demagnetizing influence so that 
the ·assembly will :have·-t-o- ·be· ~ -abilbedo Needless to ·say» perhaps, but 
this·proee.ss ·removes the ·-d1tsi9n from the static case so that the magnet 
will not ·-ate at the -BH · pointo -r-- d d max.. . 
. Due to · surface leakage~ a -magnet does not --operate at the s;ime Bd and 
Hd tnroughout its· length~ b~t this i s neglected bymagneticianso Equatials 
( 16} and ( 17) -will now be re ... written to take into account the fact that 
le~·kage flux exists. 
H L =·fH L = fB L in air gapi m m g 9 9 9 
8,m'\ri $ ·-FB9Ag = -F-H9L9 in _a ir gap o 
(23) 
(24) 
F is_ a leakage factor, total ·flux/gap flux 9 so that -when F ttmes the air 
gap -flux is usedsi there-results the tot al flux.. According to :eozorth 9 13 
. . 
small f is a leakage·-fact-or- that· ·tqkes into ·aeeount the fyJct that the 
flux in the gap- is not ·everywhere ·perp-endieular to th~·pola f,:3ce, and 
therefore the·length_ of-the -pa~h is -s~hat greate-r ··.than the geometrical 
valuesi Lgo In-practi-ce~ f is ··between 1 -·and lo5o A·pamphh!t issued by 
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the- Ge-n~ral Magnetic Co-rporation14 states that f is the ;reluctance of the 
circuit o1;h~;- t-han tha1 -in th~ air gap o Tho,rnas & SJdnl')'er15 ma~es an 
equjvalent stateriient 9 but CarbolQy16 uses f · al ·· (Magnet MMF)/("V-1f in the 
useful air gap)o Spreadburyl7 states that f is exptessed as a fraction 
of the magnetic potential drop across the gap 9 ioeo, if f ~ lol 9 the drop 
through the i-ro-n ·-portions ·~f the circui t is 10% of th~ -drop across the 
air gapo Except for Bozo?"th's explanation 9 these···are. all ways of saying 
the same thingo -in .,ny event, f ·-and F are· empiric-al ·f actors used with 
equations (23) and (24) to obtaln useful resultso . They are obtained 
experimentally or estimated after -considerable experi-ence as a magnetichno 
14Alnico Permanent Magnets, Gener al Magnetic Corporations (Detroit9 
no date given)» po 4o 
- 15Permanent -~ 9 Thomas & Ski nner Steel Products Companyi Incop 
(Indianapolis, 1955) 9 po 8~ 
16Alnico Permanent~ Design 'Manualp Carboloy Depart ment of 
General El ectric Company, {Detroit 9 1955) 9 po 140 
17spreadbury9 po 1550 
CHAPTER IV 
PRELIMINARY MODEL 
It was ea?:lY ;recognized t.!'tat a model was necessary t-o gain knowledge 
s ince all of the literat~re erq,hasized that magnet design was largely 
empirical rath~r-th~n anything like a $Cienceo Also 9 in this case 9 the 
designer of--·the--prime-mover· -needed-an·app~o:dmate w~ight pf tpe coil and 
coil frame--for design---purposes.. A coil cannot be oscillated in th~ field 
in an ai r gap .~imihr to -that sh6wn· i n Fi gure 7(a) 9 since induced voltages 
would canc~lo From equ-ation (5) 9 e ~ NBLv10=8. volts 9 which can_ be written 
as e ~ BLv10=8 volts __ when the total l en~h of thie coil is usied for L in= 
stead of -an average length L -ti-me-s· N ·t urns 9 it can be seen that a high 
val ue of B9 and a long ·-coil of. wj re 9 al ong with a high velocity9 would 
pr c>duce a -high v<:>ltageo B will ·be limited by thie matierial available 9 L 
will be limited ·by·-the ·coil space avail able 9 and velocity9 v 9 will be in= 
fluenced by a -physic·al limitatt onj) namel y 9 i-nmia of weighto Figure 8 
shows an a cceptable layout ·because B9 L9 and v are nn;rtually perpendicular 9 
eliminating !.Jltlltiplication by sines or cosines t-o obtain perpendicular 
conponents of B9 Lp and Vo _ 
The yoke and perm.anent magnet mat erials were obtained from the 
machine shop-·s-crap- pile'.9 and were totally·- unknown as to eompositiono 
Later_9 however 9 it wa-s---found that the_-permanent magnt!t matt!rial could 
only be A~ni co 5o Figure 10 shows ·that- hysteresis loss will be negligibleo 
Eddy curr ent l oss ·may ··not be-negH gi-ble 11 but it was not imnediately seen 
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how thi s loss migh~ be separ~ted -from the total losseso Lamination of 
core m~terial is of great h-elp in r e~ucing eddy current loss» but introQ 
duces fabrication problem~ wi ~h avail-~ble equipment o 
Since t h_e coil weight _has to be small in order to be oscillated at a 
high rate · (a · formida),:)l, di$advantage C®')ared with · rotating equipment) 
t he ··air ·gap ~~n-· be· small, -a decided~:advantage in-_ magnetic circuits o 




Cross=hatched areas represent per manent magnet materialso 
(b) 
Figure llo 
Notes Part of the iron portions 
might be constructed of laminated~ 
high=permeability material_ such as 
Permendur as manufactured by the 
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporationo 
Permanent magnet and yoke assembly designso 
. ' 
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Fig~re 11 (a) shows -a~ ass~ly -de-sign that -will produce the least 
lea-~age fluxo However 9 the high energy ·produet materials Alnico 5 11 6 9 and 
7 may not be used since th-e·s-e_ materials -are · anisotropic 9 thpt is 11 after 
heat t-reatme-nt in a ·magnetic field, t ·hey-mu-st be magnetized in the same 
direction as when under heat-treatm,nt; otherwise 9 the high Br associated 
with the-s-e-·-inateri_als is ·reduced ·by , factor ·of ~ ·to 7-o The nondirectional 
Alnico 12, -with· a· Br ·of 5o5 kilogaune-s, ·mi·ght be u-sed 9 and possibly yield 
a· highlt"'flux_ density in-·the -air gap th~n Alni-co 5 with a Br of something 
· over 12 kilogaus-s~.. Since Alnieo 12 is ·scr·brittle 9 Alnico 2 might be the 
better·-choice of-ntat-erialo Figure U{b) · sh()WS a promising design uti= 
lizin9: two: ri-ng __ magnets-~ ~e9 · Alnico 5 could be- usedo 
The physical l:-a-yout shown· in. -Figure 8 -was most easily constructed 
wj:th the materials- ayai--labl~ -,t 1:he timeo With this assembly 9 230 turns 
of numb-er 14, heavy··formex wi:i-e ~ --wound around the m~gn~t and partly 
aro~.md t~e raised shoulder o·f--the pc,le· piece for magnetizing p-t.1rposeso 
A hand gaussmeter measured lo2 kilogau-sses in the dr gap before magne:tiz-
ing the magnet in the assemblyo Prior to ·magneti-zingj a soft iron keeper 
~-~ ·placed so a-s to elimi:nate~-.the air gapo Manufacturer's data show that 
3000 Q:~rsteds (times 2o02 • arrpere ·turns per inch in English units) per 
centimeter of length of ·magnet -are . ~uire~-to saturate the material at 
about l-603 kilogausseso This is -6060-··NI/inchll and -this times 1 o25=inch 
- - ' - . - -
lengt~ of- magnet used:1 -yie~-ds 7575 ·-NI/incho To ·i,rovide for external 
reluctance cmd unknown factors a ·current _vf--65-·-al11Jeres _(doc-o) at 33 volts 
w~s us·e~ to:--magneti-;eo _ Thjs wa·s- _· 65 x 230_ ~ 149950 NI/inch 9 a value high 
enough-to-· insure -saturati on-.; After--removal- of the · shotj:i-ng iron (quite 
difficult due· to f-cn:-ces involved) the following flux measurements in the 
air gap with the gaussmeter were made3 4o4B 9 4055 9 4035 9 and 4o3 kilogauss-es 
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at 12, 3, 6, and 9 o'clock, respectivelyo These were later found, by the 
use of a pull-off- coil, to be maximum values instead of ~verage valueso 
Rectangular coils and pull~ff coils of various dimensions and _number of 
turns were triedo The only usable coil was found by -expe-riment to be a 
one~urn- pul}-off coii that just slippe~ over the pole piece-a These coils 
were used with -a light ... beam type fh.oonet·er -to mea-s!,Jre fluxo (For inforl_Jla= 
t±on on· this type of fluxm~r, s~e the General ~lectric 9ompany pall{)hl~t 

















24,700 lines or maxwells. of flux 
a-b is Oo3 cm . 
a=m & m-f are 00505 cm 





Figure 120 Results of flux measurements aiong. pole piece,using 
one"."turn pu).:1-of-f-~1 of--#30 wi-reo (Not to scale) 
Total pull..-qt-f- gave 120,-800 linl!So I-n ··th-e··-step pull=off indicated in 
Figure 12, t}:le results were 51 a ·-to -b plus b ·to c plus c -to d plus d to e, 
40,399 lines; -e to·- m plus m t-o f (the loll ~entimeter=deep- air gap), 
-
53,300 lines, - f _~lus the increme11ts ·to L51 31,200 line-so · The su~ation 
of all increments yielded 124,800 lines as compared to 120 51 800 lines 
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found -with_ total pull .. -off o Since the area of the air gap was 13028 square 
centimeters., the flux · in ·the gap was (28;600 f 24 11 700)/13028 = 53,300/13028 
= 40io gausses or 4o0l kilogausseso It was seen that the gaussrneter 
previously -mentioned was reading the value of B between e and m11 namelyr, 
(28,600 x 2)/13028 • 43!0 gausses ~ 
Since it- appeared that Bg was greater on the inside of the assembly 
than on the ·outside, it might be· de·sirable to pl ace a slight taper on the 
air gap surface of the. front plateo _ 
Figure 12 vividly portr,rys the fact that leakage flux cannot be neg ... 
lected, and that the lea-ka·ge flux is .. eonsiderably more than the flux in 
the air· gapo .. 
A nominal ·difference of 50 gausses II by the gaussmeter, was noted be-
·tween the-po-le· piece and-front plate ·-gap surface .,area o In other words 11 
a-long the radial gap · length 11 Lg, -B9 was essenti'~lly ; const ant o 
. Using -the ·phystcal--dimensions shown in Figure 8 11 and the reluctance 
·formulas previ-ously gi-ven (plus ·other ·data as indicated) 11 calculated and 
-experimental values of flux were -compared -to -determine the utility of the 
reluctanee forrnula&o 
From equation (19)8 n l - t "" . . l ; 
f\ - , 2Rln R/L f ·-t) ~ 2x2o095ln(2o095/0o381 ft) 
~l/ ~ol9ln(-5.;5 / Oo·5] : l/(1ol9 iAf>) ·• l/{4ol9 X lo 79) : __ l/7 09 : Ool333 
.rel~c:tance· unitso -Usi119 _·equatio~ (16), _H9i 9 :ii B fg :::: 4;310 x_ 00381 ::;: 1642 
gilbertso The insi-de flux densi-ty was used as all other paths were in 
·p·arallelo ¢f = ·MIE/R = 1642/-001333- r.: 12,600 lines as·~-eoq:rarep-· with 
31,200 · lin-e·rfour:n:;t·--witrr-the·-pull=-off-·-eoilo T-his reiuctanc;-e formula _ cannot 
-be u·sedo The--ratio 9 ¢1/¢9 :: 31,200/53,300 ::;: Oo585 , will -be used with new 
designso 
From equation (20)s R 2 :;;: ____ 11" _ _,.,.,., . ~---
4 [rrr ln t/L ,' 2(t = L~ 
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(Notes To coincide wit-h the range -of ·pull ... off coil, whieh was inserted 
only l o8 cm from- inner surface of front plat-e due to interference of the 
.. pole.plec~ shoulder,,.. t = L,8 was used o) 
R . 0.7854 -
2 = 5o98 ln 40725 /20858 - 0006470 
Parti~l ¢2 • 'NMF/f<.., = 1642/000647 ~ 25,400 lineso The value found for 
area two leakage flux, when corrected a$' shown belpw, was 43,300 lineso 
ln(t l r) 
Fro~ equa~ion (21)~ F2 3 : ( r ) 2Trh 
ln(3o095 t lo905) 
lo905 
: 000854 reluctance units, using -h a 108 em--for ~arison with experi-
ment-al results o Partial ¢3 :: (1642/2)/000054 = 9630 lineso 
T~e sum of f/2 and f/3 :: _ 25_,400 I %30 :: 35 9030 li-neso J3Y pull-off 
coil, the lines wer~ -foun~ to be -40,3000 The error was 40,300 - 35,030 
= 5270 lineso The percent error· was 5270 x 100/4_0,300 !i!I 13005%0 Assuming 
that the error was all in area two ·fol'llltlla, the usual result will be 
divided by Oo87 -for the ~rrect-ed area two leakage fluxo _ 
The following --derfyati-on of ·radja l lea-k-age- -flwc in thf) space_ occupied 
by the _ coii is due to ~till o 18 Refer_ t9 Figure l3o T--he leakage flux 
-depends not only upon the-_--·pe:rmeance 9f -the a±r-path, but also upon the 
MMF t ·ending to establis_h a·-magnetic fluxo This ~ is no longer a constant 
value 5;-but~ ·on the ·assuq,tion ·that_ t-he relucta-nce -of the- iron p~ths is 
negligible, it wi_ll itlCl'ease ·a-ccording t o a straight-line l aw from zero 
-when x = 0 t-o a -maximum when x = ho 




Figure 130 R_ad_ial flux leakage. 
, : WE x P, ~re P is th~ pe~meance. 
d1 ii (Oo41tNI x/h) (21i'dx/ln R/r)o 
.. 
Oe4 'TT'NI 21rh. 
: X o 
_ .... g ·_ L~/r 
d. - Oo417"NI 211 (h2/2 ) XX~ h Lrui/r 
l/P;: LnR/r 
21rh 
This: fQrmttla ·is- the ···same· as that_- given- by Spreadpuryl9 whe~ R ::it. t ro 
The -r~sult is l =· av:erage MMF x p-ermeance 9or average MMF divlded by 
reluctanceo 
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This cannot be applied -directly to a··permanent magnet 9 but it seems 
reasonable to extend· -h in Figur~ 13 to the '1nagnet midpoint pr magnet 
neutral~ No "MMF ,,111 be that ·of ·the ai-r ·gap -divi-ded by two because the 
reluctance drop· in the ir_on h~s been assumed negligibleo 
The pole piece -and ma9net were 5o08 cm in -diameter in the region 
und~r consideration (remainder of radial leakage 9 area three 9 beyond that 
found out to h = 108 cm)o 
19spreadburyp P• lOlo 
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R · ln(t Ir) ln 5/2054 3 = m :: 21r2o965 :; 0 00362 reluctance unitso 
2'Tr h 
¢3(part) = (1642/2)/0..o0363.:: 821/0 .,_03fia :s 22~650 lines... 
Area four is for ~urlaee ieakageo Adapti.-ng t he information in Figure 
4-2 irr Spreadbury,20 {flu:x--·density- irr--magn-et and l oss in flux density is 
plott~- versus magnet l·ength·-fr9m· 11eutrai) ·the l eak~ ·-rati·e is 200/2700 
= 00074 or· -ab<?ut 7%o ·The stmmation of -fl ux ·f or · -all other areas will be 
divided- py Oo93 t-c>· obt-ain an approximatiorr·of -the- tot·al fluxo 
Area f i ve leakag~ Oux was coq,uted _ using area two for~la, but 
t = _ 2o46 cm, · ~nd L Iii · 1059 -cm.. The reluctance was found t o be O o 1505 re= 
I 
luctance unitso Hence, ¢5 :; 1642/001505 111 10 11 900 lin-eso Applying the 
correction factor, . the result was 10,-900/0 o-87 :: 1_2 9530 linf:!So 
Area six is the 3/a ... inch hole t hrough the magnet 9 and · is occupied 
-mainly by the brass holdi·ng bolto The ar ea was Oo 713 cm 11 2 and tl)e length 
was 3ol8 Cmo R 6 = L/A = 3018/0o 713 ~ 4o46 unitso This was quite large 
coq,ared with the other re l uctances 9 so that this leakage flux was neglec= 
t edo 
The sumbation of the f l uxesll ¢g ~ 53 ,300, ¢1 ~ 3l 9200 9 ¢2 ~ 43ll300 9 
¢3 part Iii 9630, ¢3 part ·_::;: 22,650ll ¢5 !: 12,5309 wa-s 17211610 lineso 
Allowing for surface leakage~· the-total flux, ·¢t ::a: 172 9 610/0093 ~ 
185ll500 l i-nes through magnet neutralo Bm = 165ll500/l9o54 ::;: 9o49 kilo= 
gausseso 
Hm := · 568 oersteds from an Alni-c-o 5 demagnetization curveo 8mLm = 
568-· x· 30-l-8 ·-=·-l;-819-· gilllert-s·ll ·a-s coxq:,ar e~ ·to · 1642 for · the ·· air gap o ~ is 
in· a r~gion on the -curve ·wh-er-e··J\n i s ··c-hanging- rapidly so that a small 
205pre~dbury, po 900 
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error will be magnified., 
.Jhe le~kag-e faci;0; 9 F 9 was F ~ flt/¢9 : 185 950iJ/53 9300 ~ 3o48o The 
reluctance factor was_ f = -Hnh/H9t 9 ~· 1810/1642 ~ lo lb The,se values 
seemed reasonable so that model number one could be designed~ 
CHAPTER V 
CPTIMUM PERMANENT-MAGNET ASSEMBLY DESIGN 
A large -number of permanent magr.iet material s are available, some 
ha_ving a larger residual _flux -dens;ty- -than.-the Alni-cos 9 so!J}e having a 
larger_ coercive- force, ·but -none ha-ving: ·both a large Br -and-·Hco Unless 
some sp-e-c-i-~1-·re-quir~:-d±ctirl"e-s ·another matetj;al , an Alnico mat~rial 
I 
' more- nearly ·-me-ets the usual requirernentso An _a-dd-e-d-·feature is th~t no 
material has -a larger erte-rnal ene-rgy----pro-duct; he-nee !I this group of 
magnets- re-quire less voltnne- th-an other materialso 
Gonmercially ava~l-able-- are Alntcos 1, ~9 3 9 4 11 6 (several varia= 
tions), 6, and 120 Of thes~, Alnico 2, 4, and 5 are available in the 
sintered s-tateo Alni-c~ 5-·-and- 6 ··are ani-sotropic 11 _ while the others are 
isotropic~ . The CODJ>ositi~n is 14-28% nickel, 0=25% coba.l-t 9 8=12% alumi= 
num, and sometimes -pl~s a -f·ew-- -p~rcent --of cop-pe-ro The remainder i _s irono 
• .. 
So,ne have small amounts ?f ~~it-~131 e lements such as titapium (5E) and 
I 
columbiu~ (5Cb)_o _ All of the-se· magnets are ·h-ard· an-d n-onmachineableo 
They must _be c-a-st · ne-ar-11! to size, ·then ·ground to sp-ec-ifieationso Alnico 
12 is so-·brittle that it · -c-annot -even ·be- ·-ground., Bolt , h-ol,es must be cored, 
or steel i-n-sert,·s pl-a-c-ed_ ln- ca~ing, which a;-e 1-crt-e-r drilled anfl reamedo 
~ The A,i_:iicos (Gener-al Electric- Conpany-trade-- name} are practical! y 
nonaging wi-th-the- ·-p-as-s-age ··of-·tinie, -that i~, the- loss o-f --m~gnetism is a 
I 
few_ hun-dredths---of·one--_·percent -per:-:centuryo For Alni-co 5 9 the loss in 
remanance is 5% at 300°C, 12% -at -5()()°C 11 ·and 100% at 90e>°Co Loss is 
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retrac-ea-ble between ... 200°c and 300°c, ioe o p the loss at 300°c is re= 
gaine(i when the- telq).erature is i-oweredo Severe vibration may cause about 
1% loss in remanance, but -the effect is not cumulative though not re-
tracea-ble. Afte;-- a· few inp-acts -of the same a~Htude, the loss ceaseso 
The loss is due -to -the-· break~own -of feebly ori_:ented -molecular groups_o 
Figu~e 14 shows the -demagneti-zati'on -and external energy curves for 
s~veral of · the Alnicoso Alni-co 5 p-ossesses the highest Br and BdHd, and 
~hus was selected 'for use orrt·t:ii-s projecto The -coercive force is less 
than for· Alnico ·6 ·-and 120 If the generator were to be subjected to 
severe demagnetization -forces -from -current in the coil (related to arma-
ture reaction in rotating machinery), Alnico 6 'o-r even _Alnico 12 would 
be the better choiceo 
The corrposition of Alnico 5 is 24% cob~lt, 14% nick~l, 8% aluminum, 
3% copper, ahd the r-emai-nder iron. The melt is poured in molds, and 
-c-oole-d in air from l-300°C in a magnetic field of 1000 to 3000 oerstedso 
The magnet is said to be anisotropic 9 that is, it must be magnetized in 
the same or opposite directi-on when in use a-s when heat treated in a 
magneti-c -fieldo -Magnetization -at -ri-ght -·a11g t-es.·-re·~ults in i:I loss of BH by 
a-factor of 4 to 7 o After -cooli-ng: to --room temperature 9 the magr1ets go 
through a hardening proce-s-s by -betng -baked at -600°Co This ab~ut doubles 
. . 
Hc 11 while Br remains nearly c-onstanto The ·· physical basis of· the high 
- -
energy product and ·high anisotropy of Alnico 5 has not been establishedo 
Alnico 5 weigh-s Oo264 pounds ·-p-er cubic inch (7.3 gram-sper cupic centi-
meter). It . requires 3000· oersteds -of·--magneti.--zing force p-er centimeter of 
length of- magnet to- magnetize in-customer's as-semb.l-yo 
. Consideration -of -Figure 15 9 shows that a go-od·material for the yoke 
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Figure 14. Demagnetization and External Energy Curves 
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Figure 15. Permeability Curves for Magnetic Core Materials (Allegheny 
Ludlum Steel Corp.). 
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cross-sectional ar~a of these parts should be designed for 6 kilogausseso 
The pole piece must carry -considerably more flux so that Silectron would 
be more suitable than "4750." Unfortunately,the manufacturer could not 
supply these materials in th-e sizes desi r ed. 
It was once thought that a"i-inch l ong , 1=ineh deep notch in the pole 
piece just inside t-he air ·gap would cause -more flux to pass through the 
air gap o . Further consideration reveal ed that t-he notch would cause ex-
cessive flux saturatioti in the pole piece. 
Th~ are- many-materials with hi9h_rna9n0tic permeabilityo However, 
this rna~irnum-rnay occur at a low value of flux, or may be a very sharp 
curve so that maximum·-perrnea·bility would be realiz-ed only at a very small 
band of flux densities, and s9me are obtained only for a fra ction of a 
secondo Some of the materials are so special as t o be unobtainable at 
even high cost_. One promising materi al is Pe-rmendur (50% cobalt) , which 
has a maximum permeability of 5000 at i2 kilogaus~es with saturation 
9ccuring at 24o5 kilogausses. This materia l might be used for the front 
plate (to ·reduce thickness and increase B9) and for the pole piece whichi 
at lo5-inch diamet-er, appears -tu be cr itica lo Aft-er a ·material reaches 
saturation it might as well be a·;r or any other nonmagneti c material o 
The silicon•·irons would ·be acc-eptable -materia lso Four p-er cent silicon= 
i ron has fl m • 10,000 at 7 kilogau-sses ~ with saturation oecuring at 19. 7 
kilogausses. 
It was ·desirable to obt-ain --a---rnaterial in 5, 2 and 5/8°inch roundsj 
t-he 5/8-- round sa~le -being used to --obta i-n a virgin magneti zation curva 
and hysteresis lqop .. 
Th-e only-matertai--readily avail-able with these· dimensi.ons was Ameri= 
can Iron and s.teel Institute (AISI) C-1018 mild~ hot=rolled steelo This 
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was not an_ electrical grade, but to gain considerable time this material 
was used after experi-mental saturation ct.:trves revealed that it was accept-
a_ble . The AISI v--1018 (also SAE 1016) steel has the fol~owing composition 
as giverr by· the· manufacturer: Ool5/0.20% carbon, 0.6/0.9% mang~nese, 
o.e4% ·maximtnn of-phosphortls, and 0.05%·-maximum of sulphur. It ,is weldable, 
weighs 2.67 -pounds p-er foot of 1-inch. round , 1-s hot rolled from open hearth 
steel, -and ·may_ be full•·annealed at l550-l656°F, then cooled in the furnace. 
The magneti-zation curves · (pexnieability curves calculated therefrom), 
i-n the as-·recei~ -stat-e -and ·afur anneal ing, are shown in Figure 16. The 
hysteresis logp -for the _~le in the ·annea l ed ~t-ate ~s shown in Figure 
17. These data_ we~ obtained with a number 22-39-E, Leeds & Northrup 
ballisti~ galval)ometer, with a ci-rcuit si~ila;r _to that shown in /\merican 
Societ y for Jesting Materials _(ASTM) 21 ciesi gnation A341·55. It may be 
noted from Figure 16 that_ the flux densi ty at which maximum permeability 
occurs is down slightly after annealing , but that the permeability is in-
creased ·from 670 to -810 or ·about a 21% increaSEr. The hysteresis loop in 
Figure _ 17 is thin, a characteristic of soft ferromagnetic material so The 
extra thin tips mdieate that -the-material ~s ca·rri-ed considerably be-
yond-_~tu;-ation. The ·remananee is approximately six kilogausseso This 
might be thought to be- aiding the pexmarient -magnet, but measurements with 
the· --gaussmeter (without a permanent -ma-gnet in the -circuit) indicated less 
than 200 gauss-et in the air gap. 
With the · curves of ·n-sential-propertie-s of Alnico 5 and of the yoke 
·materhl, the design of the magnetic circuit was undertakeno 
21Standard Methods .s?.f. kil, f,2';- ·Normal Induction .mg Hyste;resis .Qi 
Magnetic Materials, (.American Society for Testing Materialsj Philadelphia, 
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ANNEALED C-1018 STEEL 
Figure 17. Hysteresis Loop for Annealed C=l018 Steel. 
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A pole piece radius of r • lo 905 . cm (L,E>-inch- diameter) ,and the radius 
te> the c-ent--er -of th-e---~'X ·gap, R _ •- 20095 an,_ -wert:)"·as~d-for l~akage ;flux 
-calc.ulati-ons. The -a-i-r:·gap length, Lg, ytas Oo38l·em, the differ~nce ~n 
di-ameters divi-ded·by-two, ·where the-di~-er of ·the hole in the front plate 
was 4.572 cm (1.8-inc~ diameter):-














A-------'-----t---'--....:r ,-,...--,--,,-1 _____ ...___ 
8 screws 
Yoke (C-1018 Steel)- -·· 1 cm 
Length of magnet and of pole piece subject to adjustment. 
__ FigureJ-8. Cross section of generator number. one. 
As an initial value, to ascertain the leakage factor-, F, the design 
w.as based on 4200 gausses in the air gap. Along the pole piece, Ag ::: 
2lrrdepth = 6.28 x lo905 x l cm = 11.96 cm. 2 
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¢: BgAg: 4200 X llo96: 50,250 lineso 
H L : BgLg: 4200 x 0.381: 1600 gilberts. g g . . . . 
For calculation of leakage -flux the usual aSSWJl)tion was made that 
the reluctance drops in the iron and the joints were small enough to 
neglect. 
The area one l~akage flux was 58% of ·the air gap flux . from page 340 
¢1 = 50,250 x 0.5~ = 29,150 lines. 
R 1r · Area two reluctance was 2 : 4 [1frlnt/L f 2( t from equation 
(20) o This was modified by a ·factor of Oo87 from p-age 350 A decrease in 
dimension t would incr~se R and ·thus_ ·reduce the- leakage ·flux. However, 
sufficient space mtJst be allowedf~r the m~gnetizing _winding. Lett= 
2 -tD of pole piece: 2 - Oo75: 1.25 inches Oli 3ol75 cm. 
R 1r 
2 : 4[1T 1.,905 ln 3.175/0.381 f 2(3.175 - 0 0381~ : 0.043 units. 
¢2 = MNF !R = 1600/0-..043 • 37,200 lines. 
Corrected_¢2 = 37,200/0.?7 = 42,750 lines. 
The rel_uctance of the radi•l leakage· path (area three) was 
R = ln Ut f r)/(r[l from equation (21). A reduction in h would increase 3 2'Ti h 
R, and thus reduce the lecikag_e flux. Let h = 1.905 cm (0.75 inches) for 
the pole pi-ece. One-half of ·magnet length was -estimated as 2.54 cm (1 
inch). For the purpos·e at hand the magnet diameter was assumed to be the 
same as the pole piece (1.5 inch-es). Total h = lo905 f 2o54 = 40445 cm. 
R -- ln (3ol75 6ol.905) · 3 = I.. $' · · • 0.0352 uni ts • 
. 21' 40445 
¢3 = 1600/2 -= -800/0.0352 • 22 700 lines. 
0.0352 ' 
Area five reluctance required the area two formula modified in that 
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L = 2o54 cm, with t: 3ol75 as before. 
R _ ~ _ 007854 
5 - '4 [2r rlnt/L f 2( t - L[l - Tr 10905 ln3.l 75/2o54 I 2(30175-2.54) 
= 0.3015 units. 
, 5 = 1600/0.3015 • 5310 lines. 
Corrected ¢5 = 5310/0.87 ~ 6110 lines. 
As this value wa-s ·-small, the ·ovpa11·--result will not be -chan9ed appreciably 
if the- magnet <;fiameter- were-not as ~ssumed .. 
The surrma~ion of- gap-··flux and the leak~ fluxes for areas 1, 2, 3, 
and 5 was 150,960 _lines. Allowing -for-magnet surface leakage (area four) 
by diyision by ,0.93 (see page-37): 
,t • 150,9:66/0.93 • 162,400 lines. This was the total flux passing 
through the neutral section of the magnet. The surface leakage flux was 
11,440 lines. 
The leakage factor, F = 162,400/50,250 = 3.230 Small f = 1.1 from 
page 38. 
For· readers -with· ·a -- .knowledge of fields, it must be reaUzfQ that 
exact field theory -will, in the -si~lest ·ca-s-es, -be too cumbersome to apply, 
and, in general, the c-oq,le:xity of the boundary conditions and the 
multiple-functioned relation of B and H render a ·mathematic;il solution_ 
hopelessly c~lieated. Furthermore, variations in magnetic quality of 
mat-erial ·-among· magnets -and in the same magnet -make -exact calculations 
futile from- a -practical standpoint. Leakage· -flux calculation is like 
solving an -electrical circuit-for current in metallic conductors immersed 
in salt w~ter. · 
Referring to Figu!'e 19, it may be ·s-e-err-that fo-r -a ·static design, the 





Figure 19. Alnico 5 Demagnetization Curve with Minor Loops (Arnold Engineering 
Company); Secondary Demagnetization and Energy Product Curves. 
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product is a maximum at 4068 x 1060 However, some stabilization of the 
magnet was desired. After demagnetization and recoil ~long a minor loop, 
the regular demagnetization curve cannot be used to calculate the energy 
product curveo For a given ~tabilization with a_ revers1? MMf", the problem 
was to derive a secondary demagnetization curve for which all poj~ts on 
this curve would provide th~ $clme- amount of stabilityo The operating 
point should be located on the secondary demagnetization ~urve opposite 
the maximu!I} point of the secondary BHroax point on the energy product curve. 
A method of -calculating this secondary demagnetization curve from 
the major- -clema9n~tization curve has -been provided by Cioffi. 22 
The demagneti~tion -for-ce_, F d' is H-d1m, while the operating ~ _ 
(or F) is H2Lmo R-ef-er to Figure ~9 -to lo-cate these -points. To est~blish 
.B-Hd, draw B-Hd parallel to AO, the -air-gap iineo 1m, the length of the 
magnet, is not yet known, but define a factor, 
(25) 
11' (B2 - B1) 
By -clefini tion, -the r-eversible penneabili ty, ;-1 r = ( HJ. _ H2) (26) 
The sjmultaneous solution of these equation~ yielos, 
H2 [ii (B1 I f'rH1) lie/ 1) - J(~ / 1) 2 ~ 4,Mrctt1/tB1 I µrHl~ (28) 
2}lrc 
(29) 
For a given c-= Hd/H2, --points B1 and H1 on the demagnetization curve may 
be as-sumed 9 -and--pQ~nts on the secondary demag11etization curve calculated 
with equations (28) and (29)o Br, He, and the ope1ating point (C in 
·II_" 
22p o Po Cioffi, "Stabilized ~rmanent- Magnets-," . Transactions g.f. the 
Ali&, Volo 67, Part II, (New York, 1948), pp. 1540-15430 
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Figure 19) will be on this curveo With values on this curve, the 
s-econdary energy product curve may_ be calculated. W)'lile a family of such 
curves _could be -plotted, a value of c-: H/H2 : 0.4 was assumed. One cal-
culation only will be shown, with-the cornplet-e -data plotted in Figure 19. 
Using<? ·= Oo4,ffr = 4.62, Bl =· 9800; H1 = 450, 
H2 : '1 4 -/l 96 _ 4 x 0.4 x· 4162 x 450 l t· · 9soo ; 2000 J 
= Pt~~~ ~.4 - Ji .. -96 - 3325/11,-88~ = 3220 ~.4 -J1.96 - 0.2~ 
• 3220 ~.4 -Jl.-68 J : 3220(104• 1.3 : 3220 X 0.1 
: 322 oersteds. 
B2 • 4.62(450 ~ 322) f -9800: 4o62 X }28 -f 9800: 592 t 9800 
= 10,392 gaus~es. 
6 The maximum point on the new BH curve occurred at 3.6 x io , hence 
the operating point C was locat·~d on the secondary dema9netizqtion curve. 
This automatically located point A on, the ~jor demagnetization curve be-
fore stabilization. ~ince c = 0.4 was selected, Hd ~ -0.4H2 : 0.4 x 418 
= 1700 Point B was then lo~ated •. For the minor loop t~ pas~ through 
-point C_j Hd = 190 instead of 170 had to be used. This amounted to an 
error of 20 oersteds or ll.75%,due to inaccuracies in calculations and 
plotting. 
T·h-e remainder of the magnet design consist-e-d of s-electing a Bg, cal-
culating magnet dimensions t-o ·produce a static design at point A, after 
which a demagnetizing -force of 190 oersteds will be .. applied_to move the 
point along the major curve to point B. Removal of this force allows the 
operating point to move to the desired point C a-s a stable ope,ating point 
so long as any future demagnetizing force is 190 oersteds or lesso Within 
this range the minor loop is reversibleo 
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The overall design efficiencyp B2H/(BH)maxF ~ 3o6x~o6/(4o68xl06x30 23) 
~ 3-.&/l5ol2 = 23.8%,. represent~. the optimum- obtainable unct-,r the imposed 
condi~ions. The difference between 40-68 and 3o~ is th~ price paid for 
-stabilization·., 
Equation (23)s --
lol x 4200 x Oo36l 
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: 3o76 cm or. lo-48 inches, assuming that an 
air-ga~ flux density of 4200 gausses was desired. 
Equation {24)~ 
: FBgAg - 32 23 x 4200 x 11 296 
Am Bm - 9620 
• 16.87 cmo To this was added ·the 0.713 cm2 
area of the bolt hole, so that \i: 17.58-3- emo2 From -A =1r /4 o2, 
Om =J4A/fr :)4 x 17.5?3/1T =/22035 = 4.73 em or 1.863 inches. 
The Alnico 5 ma9net should be lo863 inches, outside di~meter, 0.375 
inches, inside diameter, and be lo48 inches in length .. Only the Arnold 
Engineering ·Go~any, Marengo, Illinois, of five corrpanies qu~ried, could 
come cl ose to these spe-cificationso The -magnet, as available, 1.812500, 
0 .. 37510 x 1.5 inches long, was ordered from this eorrpany. The effect of 
the difference of 0 .. 0505 in Om and 0.02 inches in 1m was thpught to be 
negligibleo Of course, a magnet of design dimensions could be ordered at 
a total cost of about $100, including the cost of a terrporary pattern, 
but delivery would be vneertain at about two- months. Most manufacturers 
do not wish to ~e -bothered with smdl orderso 
This magnet has· b~ designed a number of ti~so Sli~htly different 
values of f ·and-·-f; and- use of curve-s--from- different· manufacturers, and 
vari-ous a-s~umptions- will pro-dtte~ any number o·f slightly -different valu~s. 
Further refinement of design would requt-ra-many -modelso This would not 
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be economically justifiable at this stage of developmento 
After stabilization to point C where Bd = 806 kilogau-sses, H2 : 418, 
the air gap flux densi't;y will be, -from equation (24), 
Bg • ~ : 16•87 x 8600 : 145,000/38065 = 3750 gausses. 
F Ag 3 .• 23 X 11.96 . 
For the de~ign of the iron-portions ·of the -magnetic circuit, it was 
convenient to tabulate the -various fluxes, -giving the ··pereent of the total 
flux through magnet neutral. 







Consideration of ¢ in .pole piece near magnet i 
By r atio of lengths, 0.7~/lo75 x ¢3 = 0 .. 42 x 22,700 =- 9730 lines. 
Total pole piece flux -was part ¢3, found ·above, t ¢9 t ~l I ¢2 = 9730 f 
50,250 f 29,150. f 42,750 = 131,-880 lines .. ·The area of the pole piece was 
tr/4 (1.,61)2 = 0.7854 x 3.27 ·= 2.5? in.2 or 16.58 cm.2 
BPP =¢/A• 131.-88/16.58 = 7.95 kilogausses. 
Permeability_i-s 775 from the annealed curve in-Figure 16 as co~ared with 
the -maximum· of 810. 
Consideration of¢ in ·pole piece just before the diameter changes 
from 1.5 ino t-o lo&l ins 
By r~tio again, radial ¢3 wa$ 0.4/1. 75 x 22,700 = 5190 lines. 
Area two R 2 : 4[trr ln tJ{f 2(t _ _ L[} •here t was 0.4 inches or 
1.015 cm. This calculation -yielded ~ reluctance of 0.1102 units. 
~2 :: ~600/0.1102 = 14,520 Hnes • . · 
Corre~ted ¢2 ·• 14,520/0.87 = 16,680 lines .. 
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The su111nation of flux through this area was ¢1 I ¢g I ¢2 I ¢3 or 101,270 
lineso The pole piece area here w~s lo77-ino2 or llo4 cmo 2 
BPP : _¢/A= 10lo27/llo4: 8088 kilogausseso From Figu~e _l6 the 
permeability is 745. The pole piece was annealed because of this critical 
areao 
Consideration of the¢ through the air 9ap on the surface of the 
front platei 
The flux density in this region on the pole piece has b~en assumed as 
4200 gausseso Hence, the flux density on the surface of the front plate 
ov~r the air gap will be lower-be-cause of -the greater surface areao This 
material was not annealed (only -the critical item, the pole piece, was 
annealed) and -further, some hardening and consequent loss in permeability 
due to ma-chining stresses may be expectedo 
Consideration of the back plat~ surface area as if there were a hole 
of the same diameter as the magnets this area was 1( D x -depth = 1r l.,Sld = 
5o68d or 14043d using centimeterso This section carried all of the 
operating flux except the surface leakagei namely 150 9960 lineso 
B ~ rj/A_ ~ 150o96/l4o43d, d ~ 150o96/l4o43Bo Seli!ction of B = 6063 
kilogaU$5eS wa.s madeo Then d : 150.,96/(14043 X 6a63) : l~:g6 :!: lo573 cm 
or Oo62 incheso A~ 14~43 x lo573 = 22o7 cm2., 
The dimensi-ons of th~ -generator in fi,gure ];-8 were shown in inches for 
the conveni~nce· of the machinisto 
The aref! of the -yoke just -forward of the back plate (b~ck plate was 
integral with' the yoke in this design to eliminate the air film reluctance 
drop) will carry all of ~hf-flux except surface leakage, and area five 
leakage flux, namely, 150,960 - 6110 = 144,850 lines., Selection of B = 
7ol8 kilogausses was made., 
~/B ~ A=l44.ij5/7.18 = 20.15 cm2 or 3.13 in2. 
~: 11/4 (D22 - D12). D1 was fixed at 3.93 in. 
3ol3: Oo1854(B22 - l~o4) 
2 3.99 -= D2 - 15.4 (See Figure 2.p) 
When~e, D2 2 = 15 .. 4 f 3.99 = 19.39·; D2 = 4.4 in.ches. 
The -wall thickness was (D2 - D1)/2 =·0.47/2 = 0.235 inches. 
Figure 20. 
Probably no areas will operate at the -maximwn·permeability (for 
lowest reluctance drop obtainable with the mater\al used), but extra-
ordinary low permeabilitx has been avoided as well as saturation .. For 
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exa~le~ a Bm of 16.5 kilogauss-es will be requi-r~d to satur~te the magnet 
in the assembly in order to· obtain the Br of 12.0 kilogau~ses listed by 
the manufacturer.. Magnet flux will be 16~5 x 16.87 =- 278_.5 kilo,lin.es 
during the -magnetlzation process. About 9S% --of this~ or about 258.5 
kilo lines~ wi_ll be in thfr-l?ack -plate area next -to the magnet. 
B = ~58.5/22.7 = 11.39 kilogausses .. 
This is still below the $aturation region where the m~netJza~ion curve 
in Figure 16 -assumes a const-ant slope. This is ~lso true of the other 
-critical aieas sinc-e·-they WE?re -cal-cutate~ ·by ratio. 
When the Alnico 5 permanent·-inagent was received-fronr-th-e manufacturer 
it was lapped for smoothness and inserted into the yoke. The length was 
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lo45 inches instead of the design value of 1.48 incheso Also,ihe hole in 
the magnet was 003435 inches instead of _Oo375 inc~s. The raised shoulder 
of the pole piece was 0.72 inches, and t~e l.5~inch diamet~r portion was 
lo03 inches in lengtho The overall length of th• pol~ pieee was thus 1.75 
incheso The dimensions shown on Figure 18 were altered tQ _this extent. 
Three hundred turns of number 14, heavy formex-insulated, copper 
-wire were wound on the magnet an~ pole piece shoulder as a ~gnetizing 
windingo The as_sembly was magnetized with 52o5 -affl)eres so that the applied 
MMF was 15,750 arrpere-turnso With the 1-ight~beam flux meter and a one-turn 
search coil the flux density in the air gap was found to b' 4400 gausses 
as coiq,-a-red with the -design valtµ! of -4200 gausses. The -difference was 
200 -gausses or 4o 76%. Considering the many-- va-riables, this was quite far-
tuitouso 
It was evident that -one~hal-f inch ~ould be- removed from the axial 
length of the yoke to i°"rove the designo However, the ~xtra length was 
retained, and Oo56 inches of additional permanent magnet was added so that 
the total magnet length was 2o01 inches. In testing the generator by vibra-
ting the coil in the air gap flux there was more int~rest in a high flux 
density than in the optimum design to minimize the magne-t -ma~erial. The 
sho--rter p~le piece had a raised shoulder of 0.43 inches length, 0.75 in-
ches length of the lo5-inch diameter portion, wit~ the overall length being 
lolB incheso The changes in pole piece -and -magnet lengths were the only 
deviatio~s_ from the dimensions shown in Figure l-80 This j3Ssernbly, which 
was identifiecf: -as model two, wa-s--magt'let;ized with 50 amp-eres 9r 15,000 _ 
a~re::"turns of MMFo The hand gau-ssmete-r read- 5ol kilogausses while the 
-pu-11--off coil method gave 5.06· ~il-ogausses in the -air gap-o Fer conveni-
-ence, the- demagnetizati-on--was -eff·eeted -by using 3---aq,eres in the magnetizing 
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coil without closing the air gap .. _ Flux density in the air_ gap was reduce,d 
to 4800 gausseso This indicated that the demagnetizing influence of cur-
rent in the armature coil would not be appreciable" 
An exploded view of generator number one is showij in Plate Io A photo-
graph of the assembled generator number two is shown in Plate IIo 
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Plate I 




Ansembled View of Genera.tor Humber Two 
ClrlAPTER VI 
COIL AND COIL FRAME DESIGN 
The cojl wUl of niecessity ha'ff" to-be «ryliindricalo It should_ not 
rul:>pn ttl-e-po_l;-e~piece or face plate as undedt>aibl-e friction and possible 
damage_ wo11.1ld _result o . _ 
'Nt}en -current ·-fl-ow~· in the itoil ·a flu; will pass through the coilo 
There -will -be -a north-magnetite polie (ieq1.d:vaJLent) where the flux leave~ 
the coili and ~- soµth- pole _where the fJLux--e-nterso Since_ '.the coil lies 
betweep north and south magnetic_ -pol~ due to_ the P~9 so•· ~ttraction 
and repulsion will result., The mag1ndl.tude of thi$_ turning force will be 
-a functi-on of the load turrento JLarge··-etWrrents might prod,ce sufficient 
turning force to cause und,sirable_ ~oil --fram~ r\lJlbbingo Howeve;- 9 large 
curren1:s will not oce~r 9 -even ~:m short ©ir©11.d.to 
The -~ c-ausi1!'lg the coil flu:J_C h Oo4'ffNI gilbertso The c_oil flu_x 
will be either· ai-tling_ or bueking the flu~·:··prowidl-ed -by the permanent mag= 
-net o The ffi:tck;ng·-portion wiU --be-man:i:f-ested a® ·a dema9netizing forceo 
The aiding portion should· not -mo"<Nt tlrne op-erat:lbfllg-point along the recoil 
line ,mu~h beyond the··H ::.--0 Jlill'lre -oor the ·ma-gin<et w-Hl be remagneti~ed 
! 
slightly_ to- cause operation alorng a new--rie©oil lbuio The ef:fe-c:t. on the 
pe-rmanent--magnet~assembly -of this alternating-d®magnetizing and magnetizing 
is similar ·to---a-rmature-·-rea©tio-n illl rotating dynamos 0-
: It j_;-s----not·--possibl-e to use t'ffl;I coil"$_ on th~ eo:H fr~-- of: opposite_ 
-winding s-ense with the idea of having -fltt~$ from iea©h cancelling because 
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induced voltages will drive a current in each in such direction that the 
fluxes w~ll always be aidingo 
It is desirable to have a low inpedance in the coil. Low resistance 
me~ns low heat loss from I2R, and al so insures a good regulation. As the 
load current goes up, the generated voltage is dropped in the coil and in 
th-e- loado A low -resistance means that less of the generated voltage is 
dropped in the coil so that a major part is available for ttie load. A 
high resistance -and consequent_ high I2R in the coil might produce suffi-
cient heat in-the coil to ·d-e-stroy th~ insulation varni sh on the wire or 
to melt or deform the frame ma1teria lo 
As the coil oscill-~t-e, in th~ air gap, -air resistance may be appr.ecia-
bleo This can be ascert~ined by testo 
The copper wire on the~ frame wi ll be subjected to a force, F = BLI , 
t-e-nding to force the wire off of the frame o The_ i-npttt force, Fi , wi 11 be 
larger than -£LI by other losses such as rubbing friction loss, air resis-
tance, eddy current, hysteresis loss, etco The wire should be tightly 
wound and cemented in place .. Holding nibs should be provi--ded on the coil 
frame. An extreme remedy would be to cast the eoil in say, luelte plas-
tic. Should the added strength of an a luminum frame be necessary, excessive 
eddy current lo~s will _ probably occuro 
The velocity input, ideally, should be a sine -wave so that a voltage 
wave of like shape -will be generatedo Circuit calculations are sinplified 
when voltage -and current are - sine ·waves o Subst~ntial deviation from the 
I 
I 
i--dea-1 ne-ee1fdt-at·es the_ uae ·of- t)):e ·Fourler Seri~ -metho~ invQlving considera-
ble calculationo A-,,-eak-e-d wave current could be rectified, and used to 
ch-arge-·a c-apacitor--froln which some -d .. co -power could be-d1:'awn. 
A low self-inductance in the coil is desirable to keep the coil 
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iDpedance lowo In an air core coil where all of the flux links ail of the 
turns, the _self-induct~nce is loosely de-fined as L = trj/I 10-8 henrys, 
with ¢ in lines_ and I in practical anperes. A more rigorous definition 
is L = N ~/di 10-8 henrys. (30) 
Inductance is_a property that opposes any change in the current. It may 
be COIJ1)ared with inertia in a mechanical system$ When iron. is present, L 
becomes a variable as a function of currento A system is linear if the 
magnetic potential _drop in the ferrous :parts of the system is negligible. 
Then L -~ WI/I might be used _ 11 all of the coil flux links all of the turns. 
Total coil displacement was selected as 0.1-inch (Oo254 cm). The 
f~ce plate air gap . axial length was set at one centimeter. If the coil 
vibrates Ool27 cm in eaeh-direction·-from a··mi-dpoint, the coil width must 
be such that nooe of the coil turns-will be beyond the air gap area o 
Should a!'}y turns of the--coil have motion outside of the constant .flux 
density area, the volt·age ~ -ve, shape would be adversely affectedo 
Originally, a weight of_ 20 grams was alloted to the coil and coil 
frame. Any reduction would aid the prime mover. 
While long life and reliability are desirable characteristics of the 
coil assembly, _ they are not of-prime iDl)ortance in the development stage. 
As will be apparent in the prime mover design chapter, ability to with-
stand shock is one of t-he more i .11'>0:rtant r'quirementso 
Materials for the_ coil --frame might be -aluminum, ---fibreglass, lucite, 
micarta or nylon. As a begiDning, cast lucit-e plastic, 1.75-inch OD, 
1/8-inch wall thickness, before ·maehining,was selected on the basis of 
availability and--app-arent suit-ability. The --frame- was polished after 
machining to·-remove tool---marks to ·reduce the possibility of breakage. 
From Figure 21, it can be seen that the coil winding space is 3/16- inch 
by 1/32-inch qeep. 
#32 
threads 
~5/16 -+3/1+¥1111/16 nib 
Coil -r 
space 1.532 (1 17/32) ID 
____ l _L Coii space ·oo 
1.594 (1 19/32) 
1/3 
figu~e 21. Cast lucit~ coil frame with dimensions in inches. 
{N~t drawn to scale) . 
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A short length of · low-re,s_i.st1nce- 1-arge-tli~t-er w-ire could be wound 
on the frame, or a long length -of high•resistanee small-diameter wire 
might -be us•d· As a eonpromis-e about 30 -feet (915 cm, 76 1:urns) of #~ 
varl:}ish-insulated copper wire 1-fa& . wound in the ·coil space. The weight 
of the frame was 5 gram~, .. and that of the wire 4 grams, o:r a total of 
9 grams of w~ight to be oscillated in the air gap. The Kelvin double 
bridge resistance meastirement was 3.55 ohms at room temperature . A~though 
not ~lhble, the Heath-kit bridge measurements of i-ndttctance were 0.38 
millihenrys (mh) with the coil out o-f the genera-tor frame, ~nd O .62 mh with 
the CC?il in the iron _·fram, (i.e., inserted in the air gap). The self-
induct-a1'.'lce -appeared to--be negligible. 
With the coil in the ·gap, ~ -aq,ere ~f--66-q,s cuz-rent at 3.6 VC?lts 
w_ta-s _sent through the coil. A wattmeter-re-ad 3.-8 watts. This indicated 
that the ·i111pedanc-e~wa-s---mostly---ren'Stive'·"With ··little inductance, bu'!; the 
wat tmet-er-reading--at-·sucrr-·a- low ·va-lue---is--not ··-a-ce1,11 ate·. . Ttre-·- eµr~ent was 
-set at ont?" a~ere 0with the ·· coi 1 out. The current ·dropp-e"Ct to O. 99. aiq:,ere s 
when the coil was inserted in the air gap~ Cn this basis, L would be 
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equal to about one milJ~henry. When 1000 cps was used, there was no change 
in the anneter cur~nt whetl'\er t):le coil was in the frame or out. The over-
all survey of induc~anee se-emed -to indicate that it was small. 
When the coil was allowe~ to vibr~te, the aq>litude of vibration was 
very . small at 1000 cps_, but quite large at 60 cps. 
As a side light, a split brass ·hollow eylindet"-·with··inpµt wires on 
either side of the ~lit ~as tri-~ as a -co¢lnation coil and frame. The 
cyliz:ider was insul~ted with electrical scotch tape. 'fhe inertia was so 
great as to ··prevent ,riprati-on altogeth'1'• 
Equati-on- (5) st-a:tes that -e = -·Jl-Ly 10-8 volts,-where L is the length of 
--wire instead ·-of N turns x ave~age length· ~f one turn. -B is in gausses, L 
in ~ntimeters, v in . cm/sec., -and- -e in volts. If the force- input is a 
sine wave, the velo-city -equ-at:f;on--for ·the cQil is v • VrqSin-·,rt where Vm is 
1 ' 
the maximum ~litude, __ ~nd ~ is 21Tft. The f~equeriey-is f in: cps, and 
t i!i in sec~nds. ijeferring tQ Figure 22 (a), the projeetiqn of poin~ A 
on a v•rtical line, as the wh-,el rotates eount-ereloekwise, represents 
siq>le harmonic-motion, i.-e., a sine-wave as shown in Figure 22 (b). 
B V B 
t C A 0.254 cm C 
i A t, time I 
(a) - (b) 
D 
Figure 22. ProjeQtion of a point on t~e rim of a revolving wheel on a 
verti-cal line generates~ sin~ wave. 
The tlilt_$p-eed ()f the w~e'91 is jT"'D x ~~ -em/S&<; = 1fx 0.254_ RPS = o. 798 
RP$ cm/se_c -,mere RPS is--revoluti-ons-,·p-er -~-econd · (or cycles per second). 
• • ' ~1 
:for +00 cps, Vm • ·0.798 x 100 =---79.-&-_~se-c., and e =-, BL79_.8Sin62~t 10-8 
volts. For B • 4800 gausses, and L = 915 c~, e = 4800 x 910 x 79.8Sin628t 
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10-8 = 3.505Sin628t volts. The 3-.505 is··the ·-maximum value of the generated 
voltage. In_ te~ts 9"n Alt·errt_aU-ng Cu~ Circuits, it 1$ shown that the 
RMS (root-me-an-·square) or eff,etive value wit!) respect to _heating is 
~x -x 0.707 • 3.505_ x 0_.707 • 2.475 RMS volts. This is the valµe in-
dica~ed on a.c. voltme-ters,-and the value used in calculating current and 
-power. _ With-·the coil -ends- sho-rt-ed, :thEt: theoretical sho;-t-ci;r~ui t cµrrent 
-would be E/R = 2.475/3.55 = 0.697·--aq,·eres. E -and Isc will vary directly 
with frequency. 
At 200 cps a E = 2.475 x 2 • 4. 95-v, and 
400 cpsa E • 9.9v 
iooo cps! E : _15.1v 
Isc = 0.697 x 
I 5 c = 2.1aaA 
I • 6.97A SC - · 
.. • 
2 = 1.394A 
The cqil ·nee(J -not -be ope:ated -u11de1 ·"""1thort-circui t -conditions in which 
case th-e curli8nt will be generated voltage divided by the ·sum of the 
generator and load iq:,-edan~es : (vector addition). 
Since _v = VmSin ".ft was assumed-for velocity, _displacement x equals 
Jvm~in wt _= -Vrr/w Cos wt, and, acc;eleration a = dv/d~-= wv'flpos wt. These 
relationships are depi-cted i-n Fi~re 23. · The velocity is a --m~ximum as the 
coil goes through th_e . midporition where acceleration and displacement are 
zero. 
, a 






' 0-COil midpoaition oil di&p,Ucement 
Figure 23. R1l1tion1hip. of d11pl1c1m1nt, x, velocity, v, 
and 1ccel1r1tion, •• 
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The weight of the· coil assembly was 9 grams or 0.01~9 poundso It 
was convenient to-make calculations in the British gravitational system. 
100· -cps 
Vm = 79.8 cm/sec or 2.62 ft/sec. 
w = 2'frf • -6.28 x 100 • -628 radians/sec. 
a • wVmCos wt which is a maxinun when Cos wt = 1 
= 628 x 2.62: 1645 ft/sec2 
a/32.2 = 1645/32.2 ,= 51.l g's. (31) 
F_ ~ W/g {a) • 0.0199/32.2 x 16451-= 0.00061-8 x 1645 -a 1.018 lbs. (32) 
200=cos 
Vm • 5.24 ft/sec; w = 1256 rad/sec; a= 1256 x 5.24 • 6580 ft/sec.2 
a/32.2 = 6!>80/~2~2~ 204 g's. 
·F = W/g (a) .-: 0.000618 ·x 6580 .-: 4.07 pounds. 
. . . 
1000 eps · 
Vm • 26.2 ft/see; w·= 628() rad-/sec1 ~ • 164,-500 ft/sec.2 
1-64,500/?2.2 =· 5110_ 9' s; F =· 0.000616-_-_x 164,500 • 101.8 pounds. 
The~e calculations-were -for the coU ass-embly wei-ght alone. The weight 
of the drive rod and associated- movi'tlg ·elements would have to be added as 
would the electrical load and losses. : At 1000 cps the acceleration becomes 
formidable, an~ may be _unobtainable before coil-frame or other parts fail . 
The magl'litud- of the -force acting on the coil due to motor action 
when current flows is F • BLiab or F = O.lBLI in the CGS system from 
equation (9). 
Dynes x 2.248 x 10-6 • poljmds • 
. . 
Dynesx 2.248 O.!BLI X 2.248 6 
Lbs = 106 _ = .. 106 = 0.2248BLI1~- pounds, (33) 
using B in gausses_ and L in centimet-ers. · Thi_s as,sume-s that the velocity 
input is sinusoidal --so -that -the -generated voltage will have the same wave 
shape. 
Iq>edance, as conmonly written in complex form, Z =RI JX, where R 
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is resi·stance and X 1-s re-a-ctance in -ohms, will be used. 
F = 0.2248 x 10-6 BLI: 0.2248 x 10-6 BL(BLV,Sin wt 10-e) (34) 
__ , ' -- . - - ·- ' . zZi ' 
.. • 0~2248 x 10-14 e212 V"/!;n (wt / 1eo0 - e). pounds. 
The _ 1-ae0 ~ is necessary to indicate that F i·s exactly--opposite to the 
driving __ force, F 1• . Assuming that the -reaetance is if)dtteti ve, the iq,edance 
angle,~, is negative Jn the numerator. This -indicates that the motor 
action-force· will not -be' i ·n --di:rect---oppostti-on to the -driving force by an 
amount equal to the ~edanc-e angle. If the total it_q:,edance in the 
generator coil and in the load -is purely ·-resistive, -e : o, and the two 
-forces a-re -oppo-si te in sense-. 
F = 0.2248 ~ 10-6 x -4800 x 915 I= 0.988 I, from equation (33) . 
100 cps (R : 3.55 ohms) - . · · 
F_ = 0.-98-8 x 3.505/3.-55 = 0.975 poynds (Max. as Imax was used) . 
200- cps 
F =- 1. 95 --pounds ~xifflUffll _ 
1000 cps 
F _ = -9.~ peund:5 (maximum) 
Plate III shows a photograph of the coil and coil frame . 
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Plate III 
Coil nnd Coil Frame 
CHAPTER VII 
IRIVING POYER SOURCE DESIGN 
The source of mechanical driving~ower required to test the permanent-
magnet generator constituted an auxiliary project that overs~adowed the 
main object of this inv~s_tigation. The upper frequen~y limit suggested 
by Air Force per_~onnel was 1000 cps,~which illl)oses several very severe 
problems tn r~lation to the design of a suitable shaker. There are, in 
general, two types of shakers that could -be considered for this type of 
application, -namely, the ~le-ctro~ic shaker and- the mechanical shaker. 
An --elect-rodynamic--sh-aker23 is a testing de-vice for producting an 
alternathi-g force _that~-vibrates or sha-k-e-s ··obj-ects attached to its arma-
ture. The cha-ract-eristics of ·this -device are such -that the magnitude, 
waveform, and frequency of the force-produced c-an all be controlled over 
wide ranges, and permit ~ dir-e-~ -·measurement of mechanical force and power 
delivery. The acceleration that a shak"er can produce, -expr~ssed in g 
units, is equal to the shaker- force divided by the weight shaken_, i.e., 
a/g • F/w. When resonant conditioris are present, displacement of the 
sha-ken part can be increased by a- factor of from 20 to- 150 t-imes that ob-
tained by the-:_ direct a"Ction of the shaker force. 
The electrodynamic shak6'r is s-imila-r t-o the oscillating generator. 
23Robert c. tewis, Applying sh'akers fQ:r. Producf Vi-brat ion · Analysis, 




The difference is that an aoc. current is introduced into a coil in a 
J!}agnetic field inst,ad of an aoc. current being taken f~om a coil. This 
type of s~~ker i~ available comnercially. Howeve~, as the frequency in-
creases, the displacement decreases. It was considered _desirable in this 
work to ho~d the displacement const~nt. _ The. Chief Sales Engineer of the , 
-MB Manufacturing Coq:,any, ·while on the -~us for a SYDJ>-Osium, reported 
tha.t the best that his machine could do would be one-twenty fifth of the 
requirement. The limiting-factor was the weight of the moving coil assem-
bly of 006 pounds. Construction ·of ·a -shaker was initiated, but was not 
corq,leted beyond the shaker --frame with a -d.c. --exciting coil and a double-
ended coil frame of synthanem~terial. --Further c;tevelopment of this power 
source may be indic~ted after test of a mechanical shaker. 
The design of the mechanieal ~haker was-p,rformed by Professor L. J. 
Fil-a, a me~hanical engineer. The ·-fol~owing·· material is presented here as 
a matter of interest, ·and does not -r-epresent the ·W9rk of the author of 
this thesis. T})e discussion is_ a_-paraphrasing of the material that appeared 
in the WADC Pr<>j_ect Progress Report No. 11. 24 
. A pre-Hmi-nary-design- of the·· mecltanical po-rtion of the appa:ratus was_ 
coq,leted py Professor Fila, . and the_.deyice -was constructed py_ the Research 
~nd Devel~ment La~oratory of _the_ Oklahoma _ Institute of Technology. The 
original plan -was to be able to operate --and test the oscillat_ing generator 
up to 1000. cps with a spring-mass resonance in the vicinity pf 400 cps. 
However, the present--design was limited to a maxi-mum of around 150 cps 
w-ith a total displacement of 0.1 inches. 
24paul A. McCollum, Pi-ogress:·R;eport .liQ. • .ll, UNCCM'ENTlONAL ELECTRICAL 
PONER SOURCES, Equipment Laboratory Contract No. fti . 33(616)-2237, Project 
Noo 6058, Task No. 60280, (Oklahoma A&M College, June 15, 1956), PP• 20-21. 
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A doCo motor is t>elted ·thro!Jgh 7-inch and lo5-inch ·pulleys to a 5/8-
inch shaft in hearings. The shaft -has ·an of-f-set section (plus balancirg 
off-sets to··· reduce vibrati-on) on w)'lich a scotch-yoke mechanism operates. 
Horizontal motion is transmitted through an arm .riding in bearings to the 
coil of the generator. A photograph of this device, as part of the entire 
experimental · setup,_ appea~~ in .Plate IV. 
Further development will be made after te-st of the preliminary model. 
For frequenci~s higher than t}ye 150 cps, -problems arise that re~ire further 
studyo The· stiff sp-ring and the relati-vely large mass of ·th~ moving parts 
present difficulties that are -serious enough t-o indie-~te that it may not 
be possibie to <;ievise a system -which -can operate at 1000 cps. 
The theoretical analysis ({£· the -ai-ti-cal ope-rating· condi:tion1> has 
been conpleted·-for 1000- -eps---op.-Z,-ation. ·At--"the Ool-±neh displacement 
selected, the -moving·i,-art-s -have ·a-maximum a-c-celeration of 10,020 g's, 
where g is the acceleration under -gravity. If a unif"Orlfl alµminum bar 
of 7 inches in length undergoes this ·-aeceleration it would be _ subjected 
to a stress which exceeds i-ts endurance limit .. Since 7 inches is the 
estimated smallest length ··for satisfactory support _ and instrum,mtation, 
the aq,litude evidently must be reduced. If the displacement were reduced 
to 0.05 inches the accelerati9n would still be very large at 5010 g's. 
Si°"le harmonic moti-on (sine wave) is -desirable for the sake of 
correlating the experimental results with theory. A slider crank 
mechanism only approximates harmonic-motion -when the c9nnecting rod is 
very mueh l9nger than the cran·k ·radius. _ This could not be utilized 
because of the· size 1-i111itation. · In-addition, the slider cr,nk has three 
joints, each- of ·whi-eh-reqtJi-re-s -some el~anee- between the joined partso 
Clearance between the moving parts should be at a minimumo The slider 
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crank clearances combine to introduce possible motion coq,arable to the 
0.05 inc~es displacement desir,d. In addition, inpact loads on already 
highly stressed parts might cause failure. 
The ~a·rn··produces sinpf-e· harmoni-c ·motion, and needs only one clearaN:eo 
However, the cam has a serious bearing disadvant-age. Allc,wable bearing 
stresses confUct with the·· requi-rement ·-of -small -size. The cam depends 
on a line contact between the joined ·partso In order ·to support the large 
dynamic loads -of the moving parts under the highest accehration, the 
length of the line contact ·sh-Qttld -be 47 .4 i-neheso A cam with an area 
contact is neededo Such -a -de-sign is-possible, but only at the expense of 
increasing th~ nwnb43r of clear~nces to twoo 
The masses·1Wst be small to·-minimize the dynamic loads, and they 
·must be lar.ge to keep the stresses below the endurance limit. Aluminum 
has the desired property of low density and is also nonmagnetic 11 but it 
does not have the high endurance limit of steel. ·Steel is necessary for 
its hi-gh bearing strengtho ff -made-of -aluminum, the moving parts would 
weigh Oo4 pounds for a dynamic load of 2040 •-pottnd-so If the aluminum is 
replac~d by steel, the weight would- be l _o 128 pounds 9 -and ·the ioa d 5740 
pound-s. A cotq:,o·site structu~ is necessary. The Joining of the two 
materials should be ac~lished with?Ut- the use of threaded -parts which 
normally ··have -high stress concentration ·fa-ctorso Under -dynamic conditions, 
the stress con-centration---factor -ca·n- increase the nominal stresses by 
290-per c-ent .. 
The spring---al-so pose-s ·a- ·mas-s-strength-i,roblemo Its elastic charac-
teristic -must combine -with th1r mass -of the ·moving- pa;-ts to p;-oduce a 
frequency of 400 cps.. This could· be acconpH·shed w±th a cantilever steel 
spring 9 6 inches long, with a square section of 1.3 inches on the side. 
This -spring~ however, -adds 0-.,66 pounds to the moving masses 9 thereby 
raising the dynamic load to 5356-poundso Alsof to -def le-ct the ~nd of 
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such a spring through Oo05 inches,- requires a considerable force in itself o 
Thepreeedingremarks indicate that-the development ofa suitable 
shaker will require a considerable-periodof-timeo Alth9ugh the oscilla-
ting genEt:ratormaybe inprovedwith better materials and a coil of a 
· larger diameter, the problem of shaking the coil at higher frequencies 
will be predominanto 
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Plate DJ 
Prime Hover and Permanent-Magnet Oscillntine; Generator 
CHAPTER VIII 
PERFOOMANCE TESTS 
Generator number two was magnetized to 5ol kilogausses in the air 
gap 9 then demagnetized for magnet stabiliz~tion until the air gap flux 
density was 408 kilogausseso The permanent-magnet assembly was bolted 
to the 3/S=inc~ steel b~dplate so that the ~oii was midway in the air 
gapo The relative posi tion of the prime mover and generator is shown 
in Plate IVo 
The following equi pment was used in the performance testss 
1 ao Co aiq,lifier 9 designed and const~_ucted by Mro Ra lph Fisher 
1 D.ecade resistanc~ box 9 1 to 10 ohms i~ 1-ohm steps 
1 M:ech~nical ~haker with do Co motor drive 9 described -in ~apo VIIo 
2 Str.ain gages 9 SR-4 9 type C-1 9 500-ohm9 3o42 gage factor 
1 Strobotac_11 ~neral R~dio 9 Type 63l=B_11 Noo 15496 
l _ Va9u~m-tube ve>ltmeter 9 Hewliett=Packard·9 Model 400A 
The test frequencies used were 60 9 80 9 and 100 cpso Data was not 
taken at a frequency of 120 cps because the voltage was un$table due to 
the bending or ~whip~ of the drive rodo Since further tests will be made 9 
it was undesirable to test the machine to destruction by raising the speedo 
The speed of the do Co motor was adjusted with resistance in the armature 
circuit 9 ~sing the strobotac neon light on the cam· shaft as a monitoro , .. 
At each of the frequencies mentioned 9 the voltage was measured at 
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open circuit and at vario~s values of resistive loado The currents were 
calculated using E/R since a milliamneter possessed more resistance than 
was desirable in the lower resistance rangeso Maximum power output oc-
curs when the load resistance is the same as the generator coil resistanceo 
A milliamneter would introduce more resistance than the internal resistance 
of 3o55 ohms of the generatoro The short=circuit current was also calcu~ 
lated as open-circuit voltage divided by ~he coil resistanceo The load 
power was calculated from I2Ro The results of this portion of the tests 
are shown by means of graphs contain~d _in Figures 24 9 25 9 and 260 
The oscillographic wave shape of the output voltage of the generator 
was observed on ~he oscilloscope at 100 cps and at selected values of loado 
Po!aroid camera photographs of t he waye shape are shown .in Plate Vo Theo= 
retical~y 9 the scotch=yoke mechanism produces a sine wave of motiono How,a, 
ever 9 the_ shock of reversal of direction distorted th~ wave shape o Although 
the gener al shape permitted the use of a RMS voltmeter to measure voltage 
witho4t significant error 9 the wave distortion probably would be excessive 
when analyzed for harmonic conponentso The wave shape was irrproved when 
a spring was used to resonate .with the moving ~asses at 76 cpso The mech~ 
anism also ran much more smoothlyo However 9 it wa s concluded that a 
mechanica! shaker was not suitable as a power source at higher frequencieso 
Cxle of the more i nport ant _characteristics of a generator is the 
efficiencyo Two 500~ohm C=l strain gag~s were attached to the coil drive 
rodo These were energized _in series with a bal l ast resistor by means of 
dry=cell batterieso The strain in the rod alternately conpresses and 
elongates the str~in gage · so that the resistance changes accordinglyo 
The change in voltage across the strain gages was capacitively coupled 
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Figure 25. Variation of Load Voltae;e with Load Current 
































































Figure 26. Vario. tion of Load Current and Voltage with Load Resistance 
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Plate V 
Oscillogrnphic Photographs of Generator and Strain Gage Voltage 
1. Generator voltage 
Upper: Open circuit 
Middle: Load of 6 ohms 
Lower: Load of 3 ohms 
2. Generator voltage and 
strain gage voltage 
Upper: Open circuit 
Lower: Load of 3 ohms 
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pulsations would be a measure of the force ~Rplied to the coil frameo 
- ' 
The voltage of the coil is in phase with the ve~ocity of the drive rodo 
With the angle between the force input qnd the velocity_ from the oscillo-
scope, the power input woul~ be FvCose, where Fis the force, vis the 
velocity 9 both in RMS yalues, !:i_nd 9 is tpe angle between the two quanti-
tieso TQe mechanical to electrical power conversion efficiency would 
then be the electrical power QUtput divided by the power input, expressed 
in appropriate unit so Unfortunately, the .additional load on the drive 
rod due to added electrical load was so small as to be imperceptible on 
the oscilloscopeo In other words, the inertia and shock loads were great 
when compared with the electrical loa90 Vibration also affected ~he out-
put of the strain gageso A photograph of the strain gage output voltage 
is shown in Pl ate Vo 
It would appear that an electrodynamic shaker could be used to ad-
vantage since its power output can be found in terms of the current in 
the shaker coil 9 according to manufacturers of this equipment. However, 
this would be subject to e~perimental verificationo 
It may be seen from Figure 24 that maximum: power occurs when the 
load resistance is the same as the resistance of the generator coilo 
The generator coil can be de.signed to match a particular load resistanceo 
If the generated voltage is not as desired, then a compromise between 
coil resistan~e and generated voltage would be necessaryo 
Rated current has not been specified for the generator under testo 
Rated current would be governed by the allowable te111>erature rise, and 
this 9 in turn 9 would be limited by the type of insulation usedo Due to 
the low voltages involved, there were no insulation voltage stress 
problemso 
CHAPTER IX 
ANALYSIS, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSIONS 
While reluctance formulas are valuable they must be multi pli ed by 
en:pirical f actors in order to solve a magnetic circuit to predict the air 
gap fluxo The design pr ocedure tQ effect an optimum design, as developed 
in this thesi~ 9 proved successful to the extent that predicted air gap 
flux density was high by 4o76%o · In view of the many variabl~s, this was 
acceptapleo Part of this error might be due to variance in permanent 
magnet properties from t hose given-in the manufactur~r's data , and part 
was undoubtedly due to the assist given to the MMF of the magnet by the 
small residual _magnetism remaining in the iron portions of the circuito 
The inductance of an iron=clad electric circuit i s usually high and 
variableo Due to the air gap used 9 however , this large inductance did not 
materia l izeo In fact 9 this pr operty of the el ectric .circuit wa s so small 
as to be practically unmeasurabl eo This was fortunate because the use of 
con;>lex circuit parameters was av0idedo 
The_ calculated open=~ir cui t RMS vol tage at 100 cps was 20475 volts 
as con:pared with the experimental ,value of 2068 voltso Based on the cal~ 
culated value 9 this differ ence represents_ an 8028% erroro A slightly 
greater stroke or flux density~ and pos~ibly a low-re~ding strobotac 
might account for this differenceo · In any event, a high value of voltage 
can-be reduced by further demagnetizati on, wher eas t here is no remedy' for 




One disadvantage of the type of generator tested is there is no way 
in which voltage regulation illl)rovement can be obtainedo In this respect, 
it is similar to rotating permanent-magnet generatorso 
Oscillatin~ motion presents serious problems not present in rotating 
equipmento A_large mass cannot be shaken at a high frequency, and a small 
mass reduces the cross-sectional area of material so that insufficient 
strength remainso In addition, the shock of reversal results in a de-
parture from the theoretical sine w~ve motion _so desirable in electrical 
quantitieso This non-sinusoidal motion results in distortion of the vol-
tage wave shapeo 
The use of strain gages to provide a measure of the force input to 
the oscillating coil proved illl)ractical (in this case) due to the fact 
that the elect!'ical load was such a small part of the inertia and shock 
loadso In addition~ the mechanical vibration had an undesirable effect 
upon the strain gage output~ The failure of this part of the instrumenta-
tion prevented the finding of efficiencyo 
To sumnarize» it can be stated that an optimum design of a permanent-
magnet generator was effectedo Great difficulties were encountered in the 
dynamic testing of the device, centered in the lack of a suitable driving 
source and in instrumentationo Desired frequencies were not attained due 
to inherent problems conn~cted· with the motion of masseso Further devel-
opment will increase the frequency range and methods, of instrumentation, 
but the time factor prevents inclusion in thi~ thesiso 
The following conclusions and reconmendations are made on the basis 
of observat~ons antj logico 
A permanent-magnet oscillating generator is not practical when a 
source of driving power must be providedo Such a generator would be 
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feasible when a driving source is provided by nature o For exa~le, such 
a device might be mounted on an ocean buoy where the random motion due 
to the waves would be tr~nsmitted to a spring-mounted coil. The wave 
shape would be irregular, but such a wave could be rectified and used to 
charge batteries to operate, say, a transi~orized _radio . (The Army Signal 
Corps is developing a sound-powered radio transmitter which utilizes energy 
from a microphone in a sound pow!_r telephone handseto) The power input 
from the motion of ocean vessels or railroad cars would be free, but the 
weight of generators nec~ssary to supply significant amounts of power might 
be prohibitiveo The voltage and power output of the oscillating permanent-
magnet generator can not be large so as to be coq:,arable with that supplied 
by rotating equipmento 
It was concluded that the mechanical shaker was unsuitable -as a prime 
mover due to the shock of reversal, and due also to the large forces in-
volved to obtain the large accelerations of mass at the higher frequencies 
desiredo If further tests are desirable, it is reco111Dended that the electro-
dynamic ~haker be consideredo 
Higher permeability mat.eirirls might be used to obtain a larger flux 
density in the air gapo Also, if Alnico 5 could be heat treated in a radial 
magnetic field so that its directional quantities could be utilized in the 
face plate material» a great reduction in size and weight could be effectedo 
To avoid saturation in the pole piece at higher flu; densities, the 
diameter of the pole piece must· be increasedo The diameter of the coil 
frame must also increase, allo~ing a _greater length of wire to be wound 
thereono This would increase the· o~tput voltc1ge_o_ · However, a larger 
diameter pel1Ranent magnet would be required, which might not coincide with 
an optimum design for the least volume of magnetic materia lo 
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